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abstract

This dissertation consists of three essays in Empirical Industrial Organization. In each

essay I develop and estimate an econometric model to quantify unobserved structural

parameters of the underlying theoretical model.

The first study develops a dynamic model of consumer behavior in the market

for paid television services. A representative consumer supply side model is then

used to recover the cost structure of cable providers. Simulation of counterfactual

experiments allows me to measure the effect of satellite entry on optimal cable prices.

Using data on cable and satellite systems across local U.S. television markets over the

period 1997-2006, I estimate parameters of the structural models. Estimation results

suggest presence of significant consumer switching costs, amounting to approximately

$109 and $186 (in 1997 dollars) for cable and satellite systems respectively. In the

absence of satellite competitor cable prices would be on average 19 percent higher

than observed ones.

The second essay evaluates the degree of collusion among sugar refiners in Ukraine.

I show that government regulation may facilitate collusion between the members of

the association of producers. I extend the existing empirical literature on collusion

by developing an empirical model of collusive behavior when the objective function of

a cartel is not known. Under the assumption that a cartel implements a proportional

reduction technique of collusion parameter that measures the degree of monopoliza-

tion has structural interpretation. Using data from the Ukrainian manufacturing

enterprise register between 1993 and 2000, I estimate the degree of monopolization

in the Ukrainian sugar refining industry. Estimation results suggest moderate degree

of collusion ranging between 89 and 95 percent of the Cournot equilibrium quantity.

The third essay proposes an empirical model of firm level fixed capital investment

when financial markets are imperfect. In this case, firms operating in a “constrained
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regime” cannot afford the optimal level of investment predicted by their intertem-

poral maximization problem. I derive investment functions for constrained and un-

constrained firms from a structural dynamic model of investment. I then derive a

specification for a regime switching regression with unknown sample separation and

without an explicit selection equation. To estimate the structural parameters, I use

Ukrainian firm-level data between 1993 and 1998. Estimation results indicate that

the probability of facing financial constraints in the Ukrainian economy was very high

and ranged from 0.39 in the ferrous metallurgy to 0.79 in the power industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

My dissertation consists of three studies that use structural models to examine im-

portant questions in empirical industrial organization. The first chapter develops a

dynamic model of consumer behavior to measure switching costs. I then use the model

to estimate switching costs in the paid-television industry. In addition, a simple sup-

ply side model is used to recover the cost structure of cable providers and then to

simulate counterfactual experiments measuring the effect of satellite entry on optimal

cable policy choice. The second study evaluates the degree of collusion among sugar

refiners in Ukraine. A structural dynamic model of firm level fixed capital investment

under imperfect capital markets is presented in the third chapter.

Switching costs are an important issue both theoretically and empirically. They

play a central role in the analysis of market structure and industry conduct for a va-

riety of industries, including such high technology sectors as computer software and

hardware development, banking, and telecommunications. While the theoretical liter-

ature on switching costs is quite rich, empirical studies are much less abundant. This

is particularly regrettable as consumer switching costs exist in many markets. If sub-

stantial, they may cause a consumer lock-in effect that results in repeated purchases

from the same supplier even when competing brands offer lower prices and better

product quality. The first chapter of my dissertation develops a dynamic model of

consumer behavior that is used to estimate the size of switching costs in leading con-

sumer industries. I develop the analysis in the context of the paid-television industry.

There is extensive discussion of pricing and consumer welfare issues in this industry, as

fears of potential exploitation of natural monopoly power originally led to regulation

of the industry. Further, the development of new competing technologies has opened
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the door for discussion of deregulation. Consumer surveys and numerous anecdotes

suggest that switching costs play an important role in determining the choice between

cable and satellite providers of paid television. The presence of switching costs helps

to explain two recent pricing patterns identified by the Federal Communications Com-

mission (FCC). For the past decade cable prices have risen almost three times as fast

as the inflation rate. Meanwhile, price levels in the markets where cable companies

are expected to face significant competition from direct broadcast satellite carriers

remain surprisingly high.

Most of the previous empirical literature on switching costs has relied on models

in which consumers are making myopic decisions. Few studies have used dynamic

models to estimate switching costs and none considered television industry. My study

contributes to the economic literature by developing and estimating a dynamic model

of consumer behavior when they might face significant switching costs. I build on

prior work on consumer dynamic optimization to develop and estimate a model in

an industry with differentiated products and endogenous prices and quality. My

model extends this literature to develop a model of behavior for (non-durable) goods

with switching costs, which is potentially useful for a variety of other industries.

In the model, consumers make a discrete choice between satellite, cable and non-

subscription television each period, paying a switching cost if they switch to cable

or satellite. Consumers know current product attributes and forecast future ones

rationally within a bounded state space.

I estimate the deep parameters of a structural model using data on cable and

satellite market shares, prices and quality levels across 6,700 local U.S. television

markets over the period of 1997-2006. My estimates suggest that consumers face

economically significant switching costs of $109 for a switch to cable service and $186

for a switch to satellite carriers in 1997 prices. These costs are high enough to be

equal to the cost of three and four months of cable and satellite television service

respectively. Counterfactual simulations suggest a considerable impact of satellite
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entry on cable prices. In particular, in the absence of satellite cable prices would be

on average 19 percent higher relative to the observed outcome.

The second chapter of my dissertation develops a structural model of a cartel to

quantify the degree of collusion relative to a baseline Cournot scenario. Existing em-

pirical literature on collusion primarily addresses the question of identifying collusive

behavior rather than measuring it. My work suggests that assuming a particular way

in which collusion is implemented rather than assuming the objective function of a

cartel has advantages over the previous literature. Although the model can be used

to identify collusion, its primary purpose is to measure it. The parameter measuring

the degree of collusion acquires structural interpretation as a ratio between observed

collusive and hypothetical competitive output levels.

In many cases, joint industry profit maximization assumption is much stronger

than an assumption on the way collusion is implemented. Under antitrust legislation,

cartel members may place high weight on the probability of disclosure, which makes

perfect collusion not feasible. Besides, the objective function of a cartel may be

fairly complicated. For instance, in many developing countries, governments may

create associations of producers that possess all the features of a traditional cartel.

However, these cartels being under the government umbrella, and, hence, virtually

immune to the antitrust regulation, often pursue price control functions on behalf of

the industry regulator. In this situation, the objective function of the cartel is based

not only on profitability considerations, but also concerns social welfare.

In the paper, I assume that firms employ “proportional reduction technique of

collusion” by reducing output proportionally to the baseline Cournot competition.

This type of collusion has several advantages over other more complex techniques

and it is trivial to show that it is profitable for all firms at least in the neighborhood

of the reference scenario. I show that under the null hypothesis of collusion, the

parameter of interest can be identified. The model is estimated using Ukrainian

firm-level data on white sugar refining industry. The institutional environment of
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this industry is particularly suitable for the underlying assumptions of the model.

In particular, price regulation in the sugar market is conducted via an Ukrstukor

(Ukrainian sugar) association, which unites all sugar refining firms in the industry.

The association also allocates output quotas among its members. Estimation results

confirm moderate degree of collusion at about 0.89 to 95 percent of potential Cournot

quantity. I estimate a potential price reduction under a counterfactual competitive

scenario and provide policy recommendations.

The third chapter of my dissertation examines fixed capital investment under

financial constraints. Study of investment behavior and its determinants play an im-

portant role in macroeconomic analysis of resource allocation, theories of business

cycles, and proper design of public finance policies, which are all prerequisites for

long-term growth. Asymmetric information, agency and transaction costs are the

major reasons for the existence of a financial hierarchy, in which firms rely heavily on

internal financing of investment projects. Much of the earlier investment literature

builds on the Modigliani-Miller Theorem and ignores cash flow and other financial

variables in the investment function. However, over the past two decades, scholars

have extended traditional investment models to account for external financial con-

straints. Most of the empirical tests of financial constraints are based on testing the

statistical significance of financial variables when they are included in reduced form

investment equations. This approach has significant limitations because even when

financial markets are perfect and there are no differences in the costs of external and

internal financing, the future profitability of capital is likely to be reflected by the

financial variables. To overcome this limitation, researchers need to make an ad hoc

assumption about which firms are most likely to be constrained. Several studies have

employed various types of sample selection models that nevertheless rest on a priori

specified selection equations.

My contribution is to develop a structural model of firm level investment, in which

firms operating in a This approach provides a quite general framework that does not
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rely on specifying the sources of financial constraints beforehand. The empirical

estimation identifies the subsets of firms that are financially constrained as part of

the analysis.

I test the model with data from the Ukrainian manufacturing sector between

1993 and 1998. As would be expected in a transition economy like the Ukraine, the

probability that a firm faces financial constraints is very high. The average probability

of operating in a constrained regime for all firms is estimated to be 0.62. When the

analysis is performed industry by industry, the estimated probabilities range from

0.40 in ferrous metallurgy to as high as 0.79 in power industry. These findings are

consistent with known institutional peculiarities of the industries under consideration.
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Chapter 2

Measuring consumer switching costs in the

television industry

2.1 Introduction

This paper develops a dynamic model of consumer behavior that is used to estimate

the size of switching costs in leading consumer industries. Switching costs are an

important issue, both theoretically and empirically. They play a central role in the

analysis of market structure and industry conduct for a variety of industries, includ-

ing such high technology sectors as computer software and hardware development,

banking, and telecommunications. I develop the analysis in the context of the paid-

television industry, but the proposed methodology can be used to measure consumer

switching costs in the context of other industries.

There is extensive discussion of pricing and consumer welfare issues in this in-

dustry, as fears of potential exploitation of natural monopoly power originally led to

regulation of the industry. Further, the development of new competing technologies

has opened the door for discussion of deregulation.

The importance of the paid-television industry in the modern U.S. economy is

hard to overestimate. In 2007, only cable operators are expected to have total rev-

enues of about $75 billion nationwide. Not surprisingly, the industry is subject to

careful monitoring by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Two striking

conclusions are made in the FCC annual reports on cable industry prices. First, over

the past decade, average cable prices increased by 93%, which is almost three times

the inflation rate over the same period. According to the FCC, only half of the change

in prices can be attributed to the increase in programming costs. Second, competi-
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tion from direct broadcast satellite (DBS) operators is deemed to be ineffective.1 Such

findings are consistent with the theory of switching costs. It can be shown that in

a mature market, switching costs may result in monopoly rents and sometimes even

facilitate collusion by providing focal points for market division. Hence, being able to

estimate switching costs is valuable for both firms and regulatory authorities. For the

former, it helps to find an optimal tradeoff between introductory pricing and other

activities that help to attract new customers and “harvesting profits by charging high

prices that capitalize on but also run down the firm’s existing stock of market share”

(Klemperer (1995) p.515).2 For the latter, the measure of switching costs is critical

in designing social welfare maximizing policies.

The possibility of forward-looking consumer behavior in the presence of switching

costs is the main difficulty in measuring the latter. Most of the previous empirical

studies on switching costs assume that consumers myopically maximize current utility

without considering the future effects of their choices (see Farrell and Klemperer

(2007), p.1981). It is clear that switching costs emphasize intertemporal perspective

of consumer choices. If the costs are negligible, there are no significant gains from

forward-looking behavior. Then consumer choices should be rationalized by current

period variables only. However, if the costs are significant, consumers have more

incentives to make dynamic decisions, which allow them to attain higher lifetime

utility. Therefore, a consistent model of consumer behavior must account for the

dynamic effects of switching costs.

Methodologically, my paper is most closely related to Gowrisankaran and Rysman

(2007). In particular, the consumer dynamic programming (DP) problem is developed

under a fairly similar set of assumptions, and the estimation is based on a three-level

1”DBS competition, however, does not appear to constrain cable prices - average prices are the
same or slightly higher in communities where DBS was the basis for a finding of effective competition
than in noncompetitive communities” (FCC report on cable industry prices, 2006, pp.1-2).

2It also affects product differentiation choices of multiproduct firms as well as the decision to
offer multi-product lines.
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nested fixed point algorithm. The major difference is due to the source of dynamics,

which requires an alternative formulation of the structural model. It is worth noting,

however, that the dynamics generated by switching costs are not very different from

ones that occur in the durable goods case.3

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. I discuss related literature and

some limitations of the previous empirical studies in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 outlines

relevant institutional details of the paid-television industry. Some justification for

the existence of consumer switching costs in the industry is provided. Section 2.4

describes the model of consumer behavior, its generalization, and potential caveats.

The estimation algorithm is presented in Section 2.5, while Section 2.7 discusses

identification of the structural parameters in the model. Section 2.6 describes sources

of the data and explains data collection procedures. Estimation results are presented

in Section 2.8 and Section 2.10 concludes.

2.2 Literature review

While the theoretical literature on switching costs is quite rich, empirical studies are

much less abundant. This is particularly regrettable as consumer switching costs ex-

ist in many markets. If substantial, they may cause a consumer lock-in effect that

results in repeated purchases from the same supplier even when competing brands

offer lower prices and better product quality. Perhaps the most pronounced exam-

ples of consumer lock-in due to switching costs can be found in the IT industries.

Incompatibility of computer operating systems, video/audio recording technologies,

or telecommunication standards in the cell phone industry makes human and phys-

ical capital investments into particular brands non-transferable when choosing al-

ternative brands. Some examples of other industries with consumer switching costs

3If the subscription fee represents just another dimension of service characteristics (as is suggested
in this paper), then switching cost would represent a “price” of a durable good. Of course, evolution
of such a “durable good” characteristics over time needs to be taken into account. This similarity
is also utilized by Kim (2006), who follows Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2007) more closely.
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include banking (Sharpe (1997), Kiser (2002), Kim et al. (2003)), auto insurance (Is-

rael (2003)), airline (in relation to frequent flyer programs; Borenstein (1992)), long-

distance telephone service (Knittel (1997)), and retail electricity industries (Salies

(2005), Sturluson (2002)).

The limited number of empirical studies on the topic may reflect the difficulty of

measuring switching costs, which are not directly observable in the data. Identifica-

tion of switching costs in most of the existing empirical work relies on reduced form

specifications, which are typically based on static/myopic choice models. One of the

widely cited papers in the field is Shy (2002). He suggests a framework for quick and

easy estimation of switching costs. Under a set of assumptions, the author shows

how switching costs can be directly inferred from observed prices and market shares.

Unfortunately, the underlying assumptions are very strong, and include homogenous

products and static behavior on both the demand and supply side. It is important

to emphasize that whenever there are substantial switching costs, the assumption

of consumer myopia is likely to be violated regardless of the product type. A good

explanation is provided by Klemperer (1987a), who in a simple two-period duopoly

model shows that forward looking consumers recognize that the existence of switching

costs allows firms to charge higher prices in later periods. Such anticipation, in turn,

affects first period consumer decisions. Hence, for empirical work on switching costs

it is very important to take these dynamic considerations into account.4

Dynamic consumer behavior may arise from different sources. One class of models

of dynamic consumer behavior emphasizes the importance of learning (Erdem and

Keane (1996), Ackerberg (2003), Crawford and Shum (2005), Erdem et al. (2005)).

In these models, the dependence of current choices on past choices is motivated by

the existence of imperfect information or consumer uncertainty about the product

4It is worth noting that in this paper I do not model producers’ behavior explicitly. Instead
consumers’ expectations of the future evolution of product characteristics are assumed to satisfy a
rational expectation assumption within a bounded state space.
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characteristics. Durability (Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2007), Melnikov (2001),

Carranza (2006), Gordon (2006)) is another reason why dynamic considerations are

important. In particular, not purchasing a good in the current period may be justified

as it encapsulates an option to buy a better and/or cheaper good in the future. Hendel

and Nevo (2006) suggest that observed consumer behavior during sales periods may be

a consequence of intertemporal substitution or simply stockpiling, which if ignored

in traditional static demand analysis may cause mismeasurement of long-run price

elasticities. I am aware of only two studies that use dynamic models to measure

switching costs. The first is Kim (2006), who develops a dynamic model of consumer

behavior in the cellular service industry. In her model, similar to the present paper,

switching costs are the source of consumers’ forward looking behavior. She found that

switching costs are important determinants of consumer behavior in the industry.

The second paper is Hartmann and Viard (2006) who develop a dynamic model of

consumer behavior to measure switching costs generated by a golf reward program.

Recently, the market for paid television services offered by cable and DBS oper-

ators in U.S. has attracted the attention of several studies in economics. Crawford

(2000) quantifies the effect of the 1992 Cable Act on household demand and welfare

in cable television markets. Crawford (2005) empirically tests a discriminatory ex-

planation for product bundling. Goolsbee and Petrin (2004) and Chu (2007) address

the question of whether entry by DBS providers has a disciplining effect on the local

cable systems. Crawford and Shum (2007) estimate the degree of quality degrada-

tion in cable television markets and the impact of regulation on a monopoly’s quality

choices. In all these studies the authors develop models where the demand side is

modeled statically. If the maintained hypothesis about dynamic behavior is correct,

then assuming a static model of demand would result in misspecification. The only

paper that addresses the question of potential consumer lock-in due to the existence

of switching costs in television market is Wise and Duwadi (2005). The authors use

an indirect test for the presence of switching costs within a static model framework by
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comparing substitution between cable television and DBS for different ranges of price

change. I am unaware of any dynamic model of consumer demand in the television

industry.

2.3 Television industry: institutional details

Cable television originated in the late 1940s as a mean of delivering broadcast signals

to the areas with poor over-the-air reception. It diffused widely in the 1970s when

television networks began using satellite technology to deliver their content to cable

systems (HBO was introduced in 1972, Showtime in 1976, ESPN in 1979).5 Until the

1990s, local cable systems were effectively natural monopolies as they faced virtually

no competition except in a few cases of ”overbuilt” systems where the same location

was served by more than one cable company. Competition from the C-Band satellite

(a predecessor to today’s DBS systems) was very limited because of extremely high

setup costs.

DBS service was launched in the early 1990s and originally was most popular in

rural areas where cable service did not exist. Since then the subscriber base of DBS

providers has experienced rapid growth. Table 2.1 outlines the geographic decompo-

sition of the DBS penetration rates from 2001-2004.

Table 2.1. DBS penetration rates in 2001-2004
2001 2004 Change

Rural 26% 29% 12%
Suburban 14% 18% 29%
Urban 9% 13% 44%

Source: GAO report to the U.S. Senate, April 2005

An important question is whether cable and DBS television services can be viewed

as close substitutes. There are several relevant issues. First, cable and DBS providers

5GAO, 2003
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use different technologies to deliver broadcast signals to subscribers. The potential

channel capacity of cable systems was typically smaller than the total capacity of

satellite carriers. However, over time as cable providers upgraded their physical net-

works, the difference has narrowed considerably. Technology used by cable operators

allows bundling of supplementary services, like telephone and internet services. Due

to technological restrictions, DBS cannot match these offerings.

Until recently, some differences in the programming content were induced by in-

dustry regulation. Prior to 1999, when the Congress enacted the Satellite Home

Viewer Improvement Act, DBS carriers were not allowed to broadcast local channels.

In many cases this was considered a competitive disadvantage of satellite providers

(see FCC 4th annual report on competition in markets for video programming, as of

January 13, 1998).

Finally, DBS and cable operators use different quality and price setting strategies.

While each cable system makes pricing and quality decisions locally, satellite operators

set these variables at the national level. On the one hand, this feature of the market

is not desirable for estimation purposes, as there is only time-series variation in the

key variables for DBS. On the other, this property can be used to justify the use of

satellite quality and price as valid instrumental variables.

There are several reasons to believe that consumers face substantial switching

costs in the paid-television industry. First, one of the most obvious components of

switching costs are upfront installation (connection) fees and, sometimes, equipment

purchases.6 For instance, the costs for basic equipment, installation, and one month of

programming range from $185 for Primestar satellite service, for which the consumer

rents equipment, up to $379 for DIRECTV’s service.7 Average professional installa-

tion of cable service in 1997 was about $40. It is worth noting that over time DBS

6Cable service typically does not involve purchasing equipment, but does include the rental of
equipment.

7DIRECTV cost includes $199 equipment, $150 professional installation and monthly charges of
$29.99 for the basic programming package.
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developed a number of discount programs and equipment plans that were designed to

overcome the problem of high upfront costs. For example, in many cases such costs

were waived by the providers in exchange for a long term contract agreement.

Another important component of switching costs are various hassle costs associ-

ated with the choice of, and connection to, a provider. Typically, to arrange equip-

ment installation, customer services of DBS and cable providers offer a time window

for installation appointments during business hours. The requirement to meet the

installer imposes a hassle cost on consumers. In addition, the decision to choose a

particular provider may require market research on available offers and careful study

of contract agreements. A consumer who previously subscribed to a different service

may spend some effort to learn about a new (possibly more advanced) technology.8

Finally, the size of the switching cost might be related to the bundling of television,

telephone and internet services by cable companies. When choosing between cable

and satellite a consumer may take into account that the choice of DBS would require

additional effort to arrange these supplementary services. According to the industry

experts, few individual consumers switch back and forth between cable and satellite

television operators. Most of the switches occur when consumers move to another

geographic location and, hence, must incur the startup cost regardless of the previous

choice. Consumers subscribing to both cable and satellite television are rare.

Empirical evidence from consumer surveys (Nielsen Media Research survey, as

cited in the 4th annual FCC competition report) is consistent with the assertion that

consumers are locked-in by their current service providers. In particular in 1997,

about 80 percent of DBS subscribers rated overall satisfaction with their service as

4 or 5 out of 5. The number of satisfied cable consumers, however, is dramatically

lower at about 45 percent. Yet, according to other study (Chilton Research Services

8Very recently, this type of costs probably became negligible as the perceived difference between
cable and satellite television from a consumer standpoint often boils down to a difference in design
and functionality of a remote control.
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Figure 2.1. Cable prices and CPI in 1995-2005

Federal Communications Commission FCC 06-179 
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describes in greater depth the econometric analysis presented in Section V.

III. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

10. Averages for all communities.  The average monthly price for basic-plus-expanded basic 
service increased by 5.2 percent, from $40.91 to $43.04, over the 12 months ending January 1, 2005.  The 
price for basic-only service increased by 3.3 percent, from $13.84 to $14.30, and the price for expanded 
basic service increased by 6.2 percent, from $27.07 to $28.74.  As shown in the chart below, since the 
period immediately preceding enactment of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, prices have risen by 93 
percent.11

11. Differences between noncompetitive communities and communities relieved from basic-tier 

rate regulation.
12 In noncompetitive communities, the average monthly price for basic-plus-expanded 

  

11  We note that several major MSOs have released quarterly financial data in recent days.  Comcast, Time Warner, 
Cablevision, and Mediacom reported double digit increases in operating cash flow and revenues, as compared with 
the third quarter of 2005.  Comcast reported 15 and 12 percent increases in operating cash flow and revenues, 
respectively; Time Warner reported 28 and 44 percent increases; Cablevision reported 16 and 13 percent increases; 
and Mediacom reported 10 and 11 percent increases.  Comcast Corp., Comcast Reports Third Quarter 2006 Results, 
(press release), October, 26, 2006; Time Warner Inc., Time Warner Inc. Reports Third Quarter 2006 Results, (press 
release), November 1, 2006; Cablevision Systems Corp., Cablevision Systems Corporation Reports Third Quarter 

2006 Results; (press release), November 8, 2006; Insight Communications Co., Mediacom Communications Corp., 
Mediacom Communications Reports Results for Third Quarter 2006, (press release), November 2, 2006. Comcast’s 
revenue and operating cash-flow has grown by double digits for 25 consecutive quarters.  Mike Farrell, Comcast 

Roars in 1Q, Top Operator Grows Across the Board, Lifting Sector Stocks, MULTICHANNEL NEWS, May 1, 2006 at 6;
Comcast Corp., Comcast Reports Third Quarter 2006 Results, (press release), October, 26, 2006; and  Comcast 

Reports Second Quarter 2006 Results, (press release), July 27, 2006.

12 Throughout the Report, there is only a slight difference, if any, in the overall average and the average for the 
noncompetitive group.  This is because the group of operators that have received a Commission finding of effective 
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Survey, 1997 as cited by FCC), only about 10% of cable subscribers indicated that

they were ”very likely” to switch to DBS.

From the theoretical standpoint, switching costs may either raise or lower aver-

age oligopoly prices. The outcome critically depends on the consumer’s expectations

about future prices. According to Farrell and Klemperer (2007), ”on balance switch-

ing costs seem more likely to increase prices” (p.1974). In application to the television

market, ”bargain-then-ripoff” pricing seems plausible. In particular, many new con-

sumers in television market can get much better deals than those who are already

”locked-in”. If cable companies attempt to extract rents after they have established

a sufficiently large customer base, steady increases in the cable prices are consistent

with the theory of switching costs (see Figure 2.1).

Switching costs may partially explain why cable prices in the markets with consid-

erable competition from the DBS providers are the same or even higher than in ”non-

competitive” markets (see Figure 2.2). According to Farrell and Klemperer (2007),

a firm with a larger customer base has more incentives to exploit it. Hence, ”it will
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Figure 2.2. Cable prices in different types of markets, 2005

Federal Communications Commission FCC 06-179 

5

basic programming increased by 5.2 percent, from $41.18 to $43.33 over the 12 months ending January 1, 
2005.  In communities where the statutory test for effective competition was found to have been met, the 
average price for basic-plus-expanded basic programming increased by 4.9 percent, from $38.29 to 
$40.15 over the 12 months ending January 1, 2005.  Thus, as of January 1, 2005, the prices charged for 
basic-plus-expanded basic programming in noncompetitive communities ($43.33) averaged 7.9 percent 
higher than the prices charged in communities relieved from basic-tier rate regulation ($40.15).  

12. The price difference varied by the basis for the finding that the statutory test for effective 
competition was met.  Prices were 20.6 percent higher in noncompetitive communities compared to prices 
in communities with second wireline cable operators, whereas cable prices were only 7.1 percent higher, 
1.4 percent higher and about the same when compared to, respectively, prices in communities with low 
cable penetration, where a wireless cable competitor is present, or where DBS penetration is the reason 
for the effective competition finding.  

13. The chart below shows the average prices for basic-plus-expanded basic service for 
noncompetitive communities and communities relieved from rate regulation. 

Average Price for Cable Programming as of January 1, 2005 by Basis
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14. Cable prices decrease substantially when a second wireline cable operator enters the market.  
It does not appear from these results that DBS effectively constrains cable prices.  Thus, in the large 
number of communities in which there has been a finding that the statutory test for effective competition 
has been met due to the presence of DBS service, competition does not appear to be restraining price as it 
does in the small number of communities with a second cable operator.

  
(...continued from previous page)

competition represents a relatively small group of cable subscribers, an estimated 9 percent of the total nationwide, 
and thus there is only a slight effect from this group on the overall average.

Source: FCC report on cable industry prices, 2006

usually price higher and win fewer new unattached consumers” (p.1986). Besides,

consumer switching costs may facilitate collusion.9

2.4 Model

Paid television is a heterogeneous service, with quality and prices varying considerably

over time. A consumer facing significant switching costs needs to take into account not

only current service characteristics, but also expected values of these characteristics in

the future. For example, even if current period utility is low relative to the alternative,

optimistic expectations about the service characteristics in the future may affect the

choice of initial time subscription. Similarly, anticipation of improvement in the

quality of service from the current provider may restrain consumers from switching

to the rival firm when it is costly to do so.

Throughout the section I maintain the assumption that each service provider offers

only one programming tier. In the last subsection, however, I extend the model to

multi-product providers.

9It is worth noting that theory provides conflicting predictions in this case.
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2.4.1 Dynamic programming problem

Consider a market for television services. The supply side of the market is represented

by two firms: one cable and one satellite. The time period is indexed by t and

corresponds to a calendar year. Every period each of the providers offers television

service of quality qjt at a monthly fee pjt, where j denotes the service provider.

The demand side of the market is represented by a continuum of heterogeneous

consumers indexed by i. Consumers have infinite horizons and discount the future at

a common discount factor β. Each consumer may choose one of three options: cable,

satellite, or over-the-air television service. The last option represents an outside

alternative whose utility flow is normalized to 0.

The initial choice of either of the two systems involves a provider-specific ”start-

up” cost, which is similar to the definition of switching costs in Klemperer (1987a; b).

The start-up costs are assumed to be constant over time and known to the consumer.

These costs must be paid in the first period of cable or satellite subscription. In

subsequent periods, no costs are incurred if the consumer chooses the same service

provider. However, the sunk cost must be paid every time the consumer chooses a

different service provider. The decision to switch to the outside alternative does not

impose any costs. The presence of switching costs affects the decision problem for

consumer i at time t, as it now depends on the past choice. In particular, the choice

of one of the television service providers depends not only on the maximum of current

utility flows attained from each of the services, but also on the size of the start-up

costs. For example, a consumer who was subscribed to the cable television service in

the previous period will switch to satellite only if the difference in sums of perceived

discounted utility flows from the alternatives more than offsets the associated start-up

cost.

Service j at time t is characterized by observed characteristics qjt and pjt. The

variable qjt stands for the quality of a bundle of channels offered by the provider.
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Quality depends on both the number of channels offered and the composition of

individual channels in the bundle. For example, two bundles offering the same number

of channels may have different quality (as perceived by consumer) depending on the

composition of individual channels. The second service characteristic is the monthly

subscription fee (pjt). I treat the subscription fee as another dimension of (negative)

product characteristics as opposed to its interpretation in terms of repeated purchases.

One possible view of the model is that a consumer who has subscribed to a particular

service for several periods keeps a product whose characteristics evolve over time.

In addition to the observed characteristics, there are service-specific characteris-

tics ξjt unobserved by the econometrician. These characteristics may represent the

quality of customer service in the local market, and the availability and content of the

local channels. An important component of television service is the quality of the pro-

gramming content offered by individual channels. Even if the composition of channels

in a bundle does not change across periods, perceived quality of the content of each

channel (e.g. popular shows, movies, etc.) may vary across time periods and markets.

This unobserved quality variation contributes to ξjt. Another important property of

television market is the difference between cable and satellite technology. In many

cases, cable companies bundle their television services with fixed-line telephone and

internet services, which due to technological restrictions cannot be matched by satel-

lite competitors. The availability of these extra options can make cable service more

attractive than satellite for the same level of other product characteristics. I assume

that the availability of the supplementary services can be represented as the difference

in means of unobserved product characteristics for cable and DBS. This is obviously

a strong assumption because instances of bundling of supplementary services vary

across markets and time periods.

Consumer preferences over qjt and pjt are defined by the consumer-specific random

coefficients α1i and α2i respectively. The provider-specific constant term α0ij accounts

for the availability of supplementary services in case of cable subscription. It also
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includes other constant over time technology-related differences between cable and

DBS providers.

Every period, a consumer who chooses satellite or cable television obtains a flow

utility based on the television service currently chosen. The parametric form of the

per-period flow utility is assumed to satisfy

Uijt = ηjI(ait−1 6= j) + α0ij + α1iqjt + α2ipjt + ξjt + εijt (2.1)

where ait−1 is the consumer choice in the previous period, I(.) is an indicator func-

tion, ηj denotes a start-up cost associated with the provider j, and εijt represents

an independently identically distributed (across consumers, providers and time pe-

riods) type I extreme value random variable. Switching costs are allowed to vary

across providers because of the differences in up-front installation and equipment

fees, bundling of supplementary services offered by cable, and the possibility that

consumers’ hassle costs of choosing a particular service may vary across providers.

Consumers are assumed to be persistently heterogeneous in terms of their marginal

utilities of product characteristics. I assume that consumer heterogeneity parameters

are normally distributed with means α1, α2 and variances σ2
α1

, σ2
α2

respectively. Note

that ξjt is not restricted to follow any specific distribution.

Let

δ̄jt = α0j + α1qjt + α2pjt + ξjt (2.2)

δijt = δ̄jt + α̃1iσα1qjt + α̃2iσα2pjt (2.3)

where α̃1iσα1 and α̃2iσα2 represent deviations from the mean quality and price coeffi-

cients. Then the consumer utility function can be written as

Uijt = ηjI(ait−1 6= j) + δijt + εijt (2.4)

A consumer who is not currently subscribed to cable or satellite television has
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flow utility normalized to zero, i.e. δi0t = 0 and

Ui0t = εi0t

The relationship between current utility flow conditional on the current and pre-

vious period choices is summarized in the table 2.2

Table 2.2. Current consumer utility flow
Previous choice Current choice

Outside Cable Satellite

Outside εi0t −ηc + δict + εict −ηs + δist + εist
Cable εi0t δict + εict −ηs + δist + εist
Satellite εi0t −ηc + δict + εict δist + εist

In order to evaluate consumer i’s choice at time t, I need to define expectations

about the evolution of the service characteristics. The IID assumption on εijt, j ∈

{0, c, s} implies that at period t the consumer has no information about future values

of the shocks ε beyond their distribution. Although consumers are uncertain about

future values of service characteristics, I assume that they form expectations about

their evolution as discussed next.

Let me define state variables and describe the consumer’s dynamic programming

(DP) problem. Let ait−1 ∈ {0, c, s} denote the consumer choice in the previous

period, let Ωt denote current service characteristics and any other factors that affect

future service characteristics, and let εit = (εi0t, εict, εist). I assume that Ωt evolves

according to a first-order Markov process P (Ωt+1|Ωt) that accounts for the providers’

optimizing behavior. Then the state vector for consumer i is (εit,Ωt, ait−1). Let

Vi(εit,Ωt, ait−1) denote the value function. Under the assumption that consumers

maximize the present discounted value of future utility flows, I can write the dynamic
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programming (DP) problem of consumer i in the form of a Bellman equation

Vi(εit,Ωt, ait−1) =

max


Ui0t + βE [Vi (εit+1,Ωt+1, ait = 0) |εit,Ωt, ait−1] ,
Uict + βE [Vi (εit+1,Ωt+1, ait = c) |εit,Ωt, ait−1] ,
Uist + βE [Vi (εit+1,Ωt+1, ait = s) |εit,Ωt, ait−1]

 (2.5)

where the conditional expectation is defined over the future values of state variables.

The potentially infinite dimensionality of Ωt makes the DP problem computation-

ally intractable. In order to reduce the number of state variables I follow an approach

suggested by Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2007). In particular, I proceed with a

major simplifying assumption about the marginal distributions of state variables

Assumption 1: P (δijt+1|Ωt) = P (δijt+1|Ω′t), j = c, s if δict(Ωt) = δict(Ω
′
t) and

δist(Ωt) = δist(Ω
′
t)

This assumption implies that any given pair of current utility flows provides all

relevant information about the marginal distributions of future utility flows. In other

words, P (δijt+1|δict, δist,Ωt) = P (δijt+1|δict, δist), j = c, s. This assumption greatly

simplifies the state space to (εit, δict, δist, ait−1), where εit has three dimensions. Obvi-

ously, it is restrictive, as there might be other information available to the consumers

that is useful in defining the probability distribution over the future utility delivered

by the service providers. One example of such information is government regulation of

the television industry. Incorporating this information into the model would increase

the state space, which is very burdensome from a computational point of view.

A further simplification can be made by using the iid extreme value assumption

on the consumer idiosyncrasy, the discreteness of decisions, and the assumption that

consumers know their switching costs. Since one of the state variables, ait−1 is dis-

crete and indexes only three possible choices, equation (4.1) can be written in terms of

alternative-specific value functions. Let V kj
i (δict, δist) denote consumer value attained

from choosing alternative j given previous period choice k, where k, j ∈ {0, c, s}, net
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of current idiosyncratic preference. Note that regardless of the last period choice, a

consumer who chooses an outside alternative in the current period faces the same set

of options in the future. Since by assumption there are no switching costs associated

with this choice, I can define V 00
i (δict, δist) = V k0

i (δict, δist),∀k ∈ {0, c, s}. A consumer

who chooses cable system in the current period but who was not a cable subscriber

previously, will face the same set of future options and attain the same current utility

level as a continuous cable subscriber of the same type. Therefore, for the same con-

sumer type, the value of a newcomer must be the same as the value of the incumbent

consumer less the start-up cost. The same holds for consumers who choose satellite

in the current period. Then, I can write V kj
i (δict, δist) = V jj

i (δict, δist) − ηj,∀k 6= j.

Since the current draw of εit does not provide any information about the future (due

to the IID assumption), it can be removed from the state space, which now includes

only (δict, δist). Finally, integrating over the distribution of future εit and using the

expected maximum property of the iid extreme values errors, I can define a joint

contraction mapping similar to Rust (1987)


V 00
i = βE ln[expV 00

i + exp(V cc
i − ηc) + exp(V ss

i − ηs)],
V cc
i = δict + βE ln[expV 00

i + expV cc
i + exp(V ss

i − ηs)],
V ss
i = δist + βE ln[expV 00

i + exp(V cc
i − ηc) + expV ss

i ]
(2.6)

where ”E” denotes conditional expectation defined with respect to future values of

state variables (δict, δist) (suppressed).

2.4.2 Expectations

Solving the Bellman equation requires specifying distributions for the state variables.

Assumption 1 above suggests that the current pair of flow utilities provides all the

information about marginal densities of the state variables. Consistent with the ratio-

nal expectations assumption, I assume that consumer i perceives the actual empirical
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marginal density of δist+1 fitted to a simple autoregressive specification

δist+1 = γ0si + γ1siδist + uist (2.7)

Due to the difference in strategic behavior of satellite and cable operators (the

former sets prices and qualities at national, while the latter at local level), expected

utility flow for a cable provider is assumed to depend on the past utility flow generated

by a satellite competitor.

δict+1 = γ0ci + γ1ciδict + γ2siδist + uict (2.8)

where uist and uict are normally distributed with means 0 and variances σ2
uist

and

σ2
uict

respectively, and γ0si, γ1si, σ
2
uist
γ0ci, γ1ci, γ2ci and σ2

uict
are transition parameters.

I estimate (2.7) and (2.8) using ordinary least squares (see Section 2.5) fitted to the

equilibrium data for any set of structural parameters.

2.4.3 Purchase probabilities and market shares

In every period, each consumer type has three choices and can be in one of the three

possible states, based on the last possible choice: cable, satellite, or neither. There-

fore, the joint contraction mapping in equation (2.6) results in nine value functions for

each consumer type net of current idiosyncratic draws. Purchase probabilities that

depend on the past choice can be obtained by integrating over the current draws of εit.

In particular, the probability of choosing provider j conditional on being previously

subscribed to provider k (including outside alternative) is given by

Pr(ait = j|ait−1 = k) = Pr(V kj
i + εijt ≥ V kl

i + εilt,∀l 6= j})

=
expV kj

i∑
l expV kl

i

Let sict−1, sist−1, and si0t−1 denote the shares of consumer type i subscribed to
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cable, satellite and neither in period t− 1. Then the current period predicted market

shares for the consumer i are given by the following expression

sijt =
∑
k

sikt−1
expV kj

i∑
l expV kl

i

(2.9)

where l, j, k = {0, c, s}.

Note that each V kj
i (δict, δist), where k, j ∈ {0, c, s} is a function that gives con-

sumer type i’s value (net of vector of current idiosyncratic draws εit) of making choice

j when past choice was k at any point in the state space (δict, δist).

From (2.9), consumer i’s current market share is a function of the distribution

of past market shares for this type and a set of choice-specific value functions. In

addition, there is a pair (one for each provider) of time invariant consumer-specific

switching costs, (ηc, ηs), which does not enter the state space, but affects the value

function as is shown in (2.6). Then the market share of consumer type i choosing

provider j in period t can be written as sijt(δict, δist, ηc, ηs). In turn, a pair of current

flow utilities for consumer i, (δict, δist), is a function of the pair of the population

mean flow utility (δ̄ct, δ̄ct), deviations of the type i’s random coefficients, (α̃1i, α̃2i),

from the population means and the data.

Let Θn=̂{σ2
α1
, σ2

α2
, ηc, ηs} be the vector of structural parameters which describe the

distributions of the random quantities in the model and a pair of switching costs pa-

rameters. In order to obtain aggregate market shares I integrate over the distribution

of consumer types given values of nonlinear parameters, i.e.

sjt(δ̄ct, δ̄st|Θn) =

∫
sijt(δ̄ct, δ̄st, α̃1i, α̃2i)dF (α̃1i, α̃2i|Θn) (2.10)

where j = c, s.

As it is discussed in section 2.5, I use a frequency simulator to approximate the

multidimensional integral in equation (2.10).
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2.4.4 Recovering mean utility flows

In order to recover mean utility flows I use a numerical inversion routine, similar to

one developed by Berry et al. (1995) (BLP). In particular, true mean utility flows,

δ̄jt, where j = c, s, must solve the following system of equations

{
sct = ŝct(δ̄ct, δ̄st|Θn)
sst = ŝst(δ̄ct, δ̄st|Θn)

(2.11)

where sct and sst are observed market share of cable and satellite systems respectively,

while ŝct(.) and ŝst(.) are the market shares predicted by the model given the vector

of parameters Θn.

In practice, I used an iterative routine that updates the values of the mean utility

flows as follows {
δ̄′ct = δ̄ct + ln(sct)− ln(ŝct(δ̄ct, δ̄st|Θn)))
δ̄′st = δ̄st + ln(sst)− ln(ŝst(δ̄ct, δ̄st|Θn)))

(2.12)

where δ̄′jt is the current and δ̄jt is the previous iteration flow utility value.

Before discussing the estimation algorithm, consider an important property of the

suggested dynamic framework. One of the goals of this paper is to measure to what

extent traditional static models are misspecified if the observed data is generated by

dynamic consumer behavior. In the suggested framework a dynamic model becomes

identical to a static one if the switching cost parameters are set to zeros regardless

of the assumption about the discount factor value. A brief formal exposition may be

useful. Let ηc = ηs = 0 and consider the probability that consumer type i subscribes

to provider j conditional on the choice of provider k in the previous period.

Pr(ait = j|ait−1 = k) =
eδijt+βEV

j
i

e0+βEV 0
i + eδict+βEV c

i + eδist+βEV s
i

=
eδijteβEVi

(1 + eδict + eδist)eβEVi

=
eδijt

(1 + eδict + eδist)

= Pr(ait = j)
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where the second equality comes from the fact that EV 0 = EV c = EV s. In this case,

the dynamic model would result in purchase probabilities and market shares defined

exactly as in the static logit model. This property of the dynamic model allows direct

testing for the presence of substantial switching costs in the television industry.

2.5 Estimation algorithm

My method of estimating the model parameters is based on techniques developed by

Berry (1994), Rust (1987) and the literature that follows. Similar to Gowrisankaran

and Rysman (2007) the estimation algorithm involves three levels of optimization.

The inner loop solves the consumer DP problem in equation (4.1) for each con-

sumer type and calculates predicted aggregate market shares as in equation (2.10).

The middle loop computes the mean flow utilities that match observed market shares

to the market shares predicted by the model. The outer loop searches over the pa-

rameter vector. Let me briefly describe some details for each of the stages.

In the inner loop, when solving the DP problem, instead of estimating the discount

factor, β, I set its value to 0.95. To obtain a solution to the consumer problem, I use

the joint contraction mapping (2.6) with state space discretized into 400 grid points

(20 points along each dimension of the state space). In order to simulate expected con-

tinuation values, I use the linear specifications (2.7) and (2.8). In particular, for any

initial guess of vectors of population mean utility flows, draws of random coefficients

for the consumer i, and data, I calculate δijt = δ̄jt + α̃1iσα1qjt and α̃2iσα2pjt, j = c, s.

This information is then used to update the coefficients in the linear regressions (2.7)

and (2.8). In turn, these coefficients are used to simulate a two-dimensional integral

on the right hand side of (2.6) by using quadrature with 100 grid points (10 points

along each dimension). Note that the value functions for each consumer type are dif-

ferent not only due to the difference in the parameters used to simulate expectations

but also due to the idiosyncratic draws for switching costs. After convergence for
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the Bellman equations is achieved, I use equation (2.10) to obtain predicted market

shares. This procedure is iterative and may need some explanation.

First, I observe markets where both cable and satellite carriers have positive mar-

ket shares. This raises an issue of initial conditions. For the model with only one

consumer type, I use observed market shares as initial conditions. For the random co-

efficients model, I use the following algorithm to estimate the distribution of consumer

types across initial conditions. For each consumer i and initial guess of δ̄j0, j = c, s

(where t = 0 denotes the first period observed), I calculate δij0 as in equation (2.3).

Then using current estimates of the transition parameters from equations (2.7) and

(2.8) I predict flow utilities backwards down to 1993, which is considered to be the

DBS entry year.10 In 1993, I assume that satellite share is zero in all markets. For ca-

ble, I predict flow utilities one more step backwards and assume that the distribution

of consumer types satisfy myopic choice between cable and the outside alternative,

i.e. simple logit probabilities. Then I use the current solution to the consumer DP

problem to predict market shares for each type simulating the path of market shares

up to the first observed period in the data. This approximates the distribution of

consumer types across initial conditions.

For every consecutive period, I calculate probabilities of staying and switching for

each of the three states (past choices). Then these probabilities are applied to the

corresponding last period market shares of type i as in as in equation (2.9). This

procedure generates a sequence of market shares for the consumer type i. I repeat

this for each of the simulated consumers. Finally, to integrate over the consumer

types as in equation (2.10) I use the frequency simulator

sjt(δ̄ct, δ̄st) =
1

NS

NS∑
i=1

sijt(δ̄ct, δ̄st, α̃1i, α̃2i|Θn)

For each consumer type I need to solve the DP problem numerically and for the

10This is done for each market and for each consumer type. The length of the predictions depends
on the date of the first observation in the data.
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random coefficients model I have to use backwards predictions back to 1993. This

restricts the number of simulated consumers due to the computational burden. For

the estimation results presented in this paper, I used 30 simulated consumers.

Note that the calculation of individual and aggregate market shares depends on

the initial guess of mean flow utilities vectors. For the first iteration of the inner

loop I use two vectors of zeros. After the inner loop converges, I obtain aggregate

market shares that are consistent with the zero mean utility flows in every period

(given data on service characteristics and current parameters’ values). Now I move

to the middle loop that updates the population mean flow utilities using (2.12). New

vectors of mean utility flows are then supplied to the inner loop, which generates a

new set of predicted aggregate market shares. The inner and the middle loops are

repeated interchangeably until convergence in both stages. The resulting vectors of

mean utility flows are then used in the outer loop which I discuss now.

The outer loop searches over the set of nonlinear parameters Θn by solving

Θ̂n = arg min
Θn

{G(Θn)′WG(Θn)} (2.13)

where G(Θn) is a vector of sample moments and W is the optimal weighting matrix.

The vector of sample moments is based on the conditional independence assumption

E[ξjt|zjt] = 0 (2.14)

and is defined as

G(Θn) = z′ξ(Θn) (2.15)

where ξ(Θn) is the vector of unobserved product characteristics making (via δ̄jt)

predicted shares equal to the observed product shares, and z is a matrix of exogenous

variables, described in details in section 2.7.

I minimize equation (2.13) by performing a nonlinear search over Θn. For each

vector of these parameters’ values, I first obtain δ̄jt’s from sequentially iterating the
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inner and middle loops until convergence. Then I solve for linear parameters α0j, α1,

and α2 in closed form. In particular, since δ̄jt = α0j + α1qjt + α2pjt + ξjt, I can solve

for the α̂0, α̂1 and α̂2 that minimize equation (2.13) in closed form, i.e.11

(α̂0, α̂1, α̂2)′ = (X ′PZX)−1X ′PZ δ̄ (2.16)

and in the second step

(α̂0, α̂1, α̂2)′ =

(
X ′Z

(
Ŵ
)−1

Z ′X

)−1

X ′Z
(
Ŵ
)−1

Z ′δ̄ (2.17)

where Ŵ is the estimated optimal weighting matrix. The nonlinear search is per-

formed using the simplex method. Final estimates of the parameters are obtained

using the 2-step efficient GMM procedure.

2.5.1 Extension to multiple tiers

Below I briefly outline an extension of the model and related identification issues. The

primary reason to maintain the one-provider-one-service assumption above is not a

result of theoretical difficulties of accounting for multi-product firms. With some

additional assumptions the framework above can handle multi-product environments

as long as the number of producers remains small. Using tier-specific information

may bring more benefits than just extra observations. It turns out that in some

cases, information on tier level market shares for the same provider can be used to

identify some of the structural parameters without solving the DP problem.

One practical problem with multiple tiers per provider is the size of the state

space. It is not feasible from a computational standpoint to include each distinct tier

in the consumer state space. There are two possible solutions to the problem. The

first is to divide consumer state variables into current holdings and a variable that

measures the expected maximum of purchasing from all products available in a given

11In the first step of the GMM procedure weighting matrix is set to W = (z′z)−1
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period, as in the model developed by Gowrisankaran and Rysman (2007). Depending

on whether the product belongs to the same provider (as the current holding), each

of the flow utility alternatives is adjusted for switching costs. A minor difference from

the setup offered by the aforementioned authors is that characteristics of the current

holding (both observed and unobserved) would vary over time similar to the logit

inclusive values of other options. If a monthly subscription fee is viewed as another

dimension of product characteristics, switching cost can be treated as price of durable

good, which may depreciate or appreciate next period.

An alternative would be to keep the present setup but to assume that consumers

make their dynamic decisions under uncertainty about their tier-specific preferences.

In particular, suppose that the parametric representation of consumer utility is

Uijt = α0j + α1qjgt + α2ipjgt + ξjt + εijt + vijgt

where i, j, g, t index consumer, provider, tier, and time period respectively, qjt

measures programming quality, pjt measures monthly subscription fee, ξjt is common-

for-all-consumers provider-specific quality component unobserved by econometrician,

εijt represents consumer idiosyncratic preferences towards a provider, and vijgt is

consumer preference towards a particular tier offered by a given provider.

Assume that prior to making the provider choice the consumer observes εit but not

vijgt. Therefore, the consumer’s decision is based on expectation over the distribution

of vijgt. This assumption pools tiers offered by the same provider into a single variable

(logit inclusive values) which then enters the state space. In particular, let

δ̄jgt = α0j + α1qjgt + α2pjgt + ξjt

δ̄ijgt = δ̄jgt + α̃1iqjgt + α̃2ipjgt

δijt = Emax{δ̄ij1t + vj1t, ..., δ̄ijGj
t + vjGt}

Under the assumption that vijgt is independently identically distributed type 1 ex-
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treme values it is possible to obtain an analytic expression for the expectation of the

maximum, which is particularly useful as it introduces smoothness into the estimation

routine.
δijt = Emax{δ̄ij1t + vj1t, ..., δ̄ijGt + vjGt}

= ln
(∑

g exp(δ̄ijgt)
)

Apart from the re-definition of δijt the DP problem remains similar to the model

in the previous section. Calculation of purchase probabilities and market shares

should be slightly modified to account for multiple tiers. Under the assumption that

switching tiers within a given provider is costless and that consumers can observe

vijgt only after connection, the share of tier g conditional on choosing provider j can

be obtained as in traditional static models.

sijgt|j = Pr(δ̄ijgt + vijgt ≥ δ̄ijkt + vijkt,∀k 6= g|j)

=
exp δ̄ijgt∑
k exp δ̄ijkt

Then predicted market shares for a consumer of type i are given by the expression

below

sijgt =
∑
k

sikt−1 Pr(jg|at = j, at−1 = k) Pr(j|at−1 = k)

= Pr(jg|at = j)
∑
k

sikt−1 Pr(j|at−1 = k)

=
exp δ̄ijgt∑
k exp δ̄ijkt

∑
k

sikt−1
expV kj

i

expV k0
i + expV kc

i + expV ks
i

where j = {0, c, s} and g is the subscript for each tier offered by the provider j.

Aggregate market shares are computed by integrating over the consumer types as

before.

Mean utility flows for each tier are given by the solution to the system of simul-
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taneous equations{
scgt = ŝcgt(δ̄c1t, ..., δ̄cGc t

, δ̄s1t, ..., δ̄sGs t
,Θn)

ssgt = ŝsgt(δ̄c1t, ..., δ̄cGc t
, δ̄s1t, ..., δ̄sGs t

,Θn)

where scgt is the observed market share of tier; Gc and Gs are the total number

of tiers offered by cable and satellite systems respectively; and ŝcgt(.) is the market

share predicted by the model given vector of parameters Θn. Note that in the case of

zero switching costs the model becomes a static nested logit model with uncertainty

regarding within-provider tier-specific preferences in the second level of the nest. Let

me now outline the benefits of using multi-tier data as some of them might not be

obvious.

The gain in utilizing multi-product data is two-fold. First, there are simply more

data that provide information for the identification of parameters and the model

becomes more “realistic”. Second, some structural parameters in the model can be

identified without ever solving the consumer DP problem. In particular, data on

movement between tiers of the same provider can be used to identify utility function

parameters as was shown in Hendel and Nevo (2006). This is obvious from inspection

of the probabilities conditional on choosing provider j above, which are functions of

the tier-specific utility flows. One important conclusion from this discussion is that

there is a simple solution for researchers whose research questions do not require

estimating switching costs. Under a set of assumptions utility function parameters

can be identified for the multi-product firm even in presence of significant firm-specific

switching costs.

2.5.2 Caveats

There are several caveats in the model presented. Below I discuss only those that

are specific to this study and omit discussion of the well-documented critique of the

techniques I use to develop and estimate the model.
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The most important potential problem is related to the definition of switching

costs. In the present setup the switching cost is assumed to be an exogenous parame-

ter known to consumers that is constant over time. This obviously is a very restrictive

assumption. Clearly, DBS and cable systems are interested in controlling the size of

the switching costs as it directly affects their optimal policies and resulting perfor-

mance. It is conceivable that they have at least partial control over the parameter

values. As discussed in the introduction, installation and equipment expenditures

contribute to the size of the consumer switching costs. Recently, satellite systems

have begun offering a variety of discount and rebate programs for their equipment.

Sometimes the system offers free installation conditional upon choosing a particular

programming package or specific terms of the agreement. Although in many cases

this promotional activity reduces the upfront fee, it may simply transform the bulk

of it into other types of switching costs, e.g. contractual lock-in. Besides, in order to

get a discount offer a consumer might need to spend some time and effort to research

the market. This might require to wait if there are no discounts currently available.

It is also not clear what has happened to other components of switching costs. In any

case, my personal communication with people who are cable or satellite subscribers

reveals that most believe that switching costs today are significantly lower relative

to their values in 1997. If switching costs indeed vary over time the model should

definitely account for that. Regardless of whether we assume that consumers predict

perfectly, or form some sort of expectations about future values of the switching cost

parameters, the switching costs should enter state space of the consumer DP problem.

At the moment, I leave this exercise as a topic for further research.

Another obvious problem is related to the modeling of multi-product providers by

using a representative (most popular) tier. On the one hand, this is unavoidable in

the case of the satellite data unless I can access this confidential information. Could

the multi-tier data available for cable systems be useful in estimation when DBS data

is not available? In general, aggregate data on consumer choices of various tiers con-
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ditional on choosing cable systems contains valuable information, which can be used

to identify parameters of the utility function without ever solving the DP problem as

discussed above. This, however, cannot help in identifying structural parameters of

interest and is not going to help in reducing the computational burden because the

parameters of the utility function are currently obtained in closed form, which is a

very fast procedure. However, proper use of this information would definitely increase

the efficiency of the estimates.

Construction of the local market market shares for satellite, which are not readily

available, unavoidably introduces noise to the data on market shares. In the non-

linear dynamic model described above, these errors in dependent variable are not as

innocuous as they are in the linear case. Although I do not have a formal proof, it is

very likely that even a nonsystematic error in satellite market shares will adversely

affect the consistency of the estimates.

2.6 Data

Data for this paper was compiled from several sources. The most important source

is Warren’s cable factbooks. This source contains exhaustive information on cable

systems for 1997-2006. Satellite data came from the internet.12

There are several issues to mention. First, cable data suffers from an enormous

number of repeated values of observations, when the number of subscribers and other

relevant information is not updated every year. Out of a total 11,973 systems available

in the original data set, the number of systems that have updated information on

the number of subscribers in at least 2 consecutive periods is 6,727. Given that

satellite data is not available prior to 1997 the maximum possible length of time-

series observations is 10. Frequency statistics for the number of observations in each

year and the number of time runs is presented in the table 2.3.

12I am grateful to my advisor Gregory Crawford and Ali Yurukoglu who generously shared their
data with me.
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Table 2.3. Timing structure of the sample data: number of systems, 1997-2006
Past End year
obs. 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Total

1 841 638 439 412 440 942 272 52 914 4950
2 438 223 86 80 107 127 3 26 1090
3 102 194 59 29 42 8 0 434
4 128 24 32 7 0 0 191
5 12 32 3 0 0 47
6 12 1 0 0 13
7 2 0 0 2
8 0 0 0
9 0 0

Total 841 1076 764 820 615 1154 454 63 940 6727

Source: own calculations

There is an issue related to the timing of the sample. Most of the observations

in the sample came from the early years. This is related to the problem of repeated

values, which is particularly severe in later years. About 85 percent of the data points

come from the 1997-2003 years. This feature of the data is directly related to one

of the model’s caveats, i.e. assuming that switching costs are constant over time. If

switching costs vary over time, then their estimates should be considered as estimates

relevant for the period 1997-2003 rather than for the later years.

Despite the fact that cable and satellite systems offer multiple tiers, I choose the

most popular tier for each provider. For satellite it is Total Choice (DIRECTV). For

cable it is either Basic, Expanded Basic 1 or Expanded Basic 2, depending on the

number of subscribers.13 The reason to throw away valuable information on tiers

from the cable data is to treat cable and satellite symmetrically. There are two major

DBS providers each offering multiple tiers. Ignoring this, while accounting for several

products offered by cable, would necessarily give incorrect predictions of the relative

13Almost in all cases whenever cable system offers more than one tier, the most popular tier is
Expanded Basic 1 and in a few cases Expanded Basic 2. This choices are consistent with the official
data from the FCC report 06-179, which states that by the end of 2004 about 96 percent of cable
systems offered Expanded Basic tier and about 88 percent of subscribers purchased this tier.
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utility flows.

Another data issue is related to the definition of the relevant market. I define

market as the area “passed” by the incumbent cable system. At the same time,

satellite penetration rates are available only at the Designated Market Area (DMA)

level. In order to compute satellite market share for each of the more narrowly defined

markets I used an assumption similar to one in Chu (2007). Within a DMA satellite

subscribers constitute a constant proportion of the non-cable subscribers. Define

Rkt =
#satsubskt

Mkt −#cabsubskt

where k and t are DMA and time subscripts; #satsubskt is the number of satellite

subscribers; Mkt is the total number of households; and #cabsubskt is the number

of cable subscribers. Then satellite market share in market j located in DMA k is

computed as

ssjt = (1− scjt)Rkt

The rationale for this assumption is related to the timing of the entry by DBS. In

the first place, satellite providers target areas where there is no alternative cable paid-

television service or where the cable share is small. Therefore, one can expect that

within the same DMA satellite penetration is relatively larger in the areas franchised

to the cable systems with smaller market shares. Typically, satellite penetration is

greater in rural and suburban than in the densely populated urban areas where cable

companies have greater market shares.14 Geographic variation in satellite penetration

rates is supported by official statistics (see Section 2.3).

Another important question is the definition of the quality of programming content

offered by a particular provider. Using number of channels offered as a proxy for

14Another reason to expect lower satellite penetration in urban areas is the necessity to locate
receiver (dish) in a place that guarantees open access to the orbital satellite. In urban areas it
was harder due to the presence of multistory buildings that may impede receiving satellite beams.
Besides in multi-unit structures up until recently to install a dish a resident must obtain permission
of the home owner, which was not always an easy task.
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quality of the system’s programming may be problematic. In particular, such a proxy

would not capture changes in the programming composition, holding the number of

channels constant. In many cases, the data reveal that a lot of variation in the quality

variable is due to the change in the composition of channels rather than due to change

in the number of channels. In order to control for different compositions of channels

I used data on the average cost of each channel charged by the television networks.

Channels with unknown or zero costs were assigned a cost of $0.01.

Price data for cable and satellite services was adjusted using consumer price index

with 1997 as the base year. Hence, any monetary equivalents computed in this paper

are in 1997 prices.

General descriptive statistics of the data are presented in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4. Descriptive statistics for the key variables
variable min max mean med sd

Quality(cable) 0.05 14.44 4.78 4.56 2.32
Quality(satellite) 4.49 14.88 8.60 9.60 3.31
Price(cable) 1.78 54.38 22.22 22.84 6.34
Price(satellite) 27.95 33.98 29.68 28.99 1.76
Market share (cable) 0.10 0.95 0.54 0.55 0.17
Market share (satellite) 0.01 0.68 0.16 0.14 0.10

Source: own calculations

2.7 Instruments and identification

2.7.1 Instruments

In order to identify parameters on endogenous variables, p and q, I used instruments

that are similar to what is suggested by Crawford (2005). Below I provide arguments

that support the validity of the instrumental variables.

Primary instruments for price and quality levels of cable providers are average

prices and quality levels of other cable systems that belong to the same multiple-
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system-operator (MSO). These variables must be uncorrelated with the unobserved

local market service characteristics, ξ, but should be reasonable proxies for the price

and quality levels offered by the local cable system. Correlation in prices and quality

levels across systems occurs because the owner of several cable systems typically

negotiates programming fees and other contract arrangements with programming

networks on behalf of all of its members simultaneously. In turn, correlation in the

marginal costs of systems within the same MSO justifies correlation in their price and

quality levels. For the instruments to be valid, one must ensure that the unobserved

demand shocks, ξ’s are not correlated across the systems. It is less obvious because

MSO typically own geographically concentrated firms. If unobserved demand shocks

are closely correlated across different cable markets, the validity of these instruments

may be questionable.

The second set of instruments are cost shifters that affect prices and programming

choice through differences in the bargaining power of the MSOs. Following the previ-

ous literature, I use the total number of homes passed and the number of subscribers

served by the system’s corporate parent as proxies for the bargaining power of the

MSO. These variables stand for the differences in the MSO’s bargaining power in

the programming market, which in turn would affect costs and quality levels of the

local operators. Another instrumental variable is the average capacity level of the

systems within the MSO. Average capacity should be correlated with the ability of

systems to get lower rates for bundles of programming networks offered by the same

supplier. The total length of own coaxial lines of the local cable systems is a proxy for

the differences in maintenance costs incurred by the systems in areas with different

densities of houses.

The last set of instrumental variables was included to enhance identification of

switching cost parameters. Switching costs are related to the importance of the past

values of relevant variables for the current period choices. Hence, interactions of

lagged values of the proper instrumental variables with current unobservables should
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generate moment conditions that identify switching costs. In this paper I used lagged

values of all the instrumental variables discussed above.

2.7.2 Identification

Identification of the parameters of the dynamic model is a complex issue. In the

context of my model there are two related identification issues to discuss. The first

question relates to identification of switching costs parameters, while the second asks

what identifies persistent consumer heterogeneity, as measured by the random coeffi-

cients.

Switching cost parameters define the importance of the past decisions (current

states) for the current choices. In the model, current market share of a given service

depends on the distribution of past market shares due only to the switching costs.

Recall from equation (2.9),

sct = f(δct, δst, sct−1, sst−1,Θ)

= sct−1 Pr(c|c) + sst−1 Pr(c|s) + (1− sct−1 − sst−1) Pr(c|0)

= sct−1(Pr(c|c)− Pr(c|0)) + sst−1(Pr(c|s)− Pr(c|0)) + Pr(c|0)

where Pr(j|k) is a shortcut for the probability of choosing alternative j in state k.

When the switching costs are zeros, Pr(c|s) = Pr(c|c) = Pr(c|0) = Pr(c), and past

choice (current state) is irrelevant for the optimal consumer decision. Hence, the

current market share becomes simply a logistic probability of choosing cable in the

current period. From the expression above, it is clear that identification of switching

costs is based on the consumer “arrival pattern”, i.e. whether current consumers are

drawn disproportionally more from outside share than from the rival’s share.

For positive values of the satellite switching cost parameter, Pr(c|0) > Pr(c|s)

and Pr(s|0) > Pr(s|c).15 Intuitively, a satellite subscriber attains higher value from

15Note that the difference between the probabilities is strictly increasing in switching cost of the
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the current service than for the outside alternative. This holds by definition, as

disconnection is costless. In order to rationalize the switch to cable, the difference

between the cable value and current value should offset switching costs. Hence, the

probability of switching to cable for a current satellite subscriber of type i is lower

than the probability of cable choice for the same type in outside state. Since the value

function from satellite service does not directly depend on satellite switching costs,

increases in the satellite switching costs would reduce the relative attractiveness of

the outside alternative, which directly depends on the satellite switching cost. This

reduction further widens the gap between probabilities of choosing cable in outside

versus satellite state.

A heuristic argument for the use of lagged instrumental variables for identification

of switching costs is based on a non-parametric idea of identifying state dependence.

Intuitively, if the coefficients on the past states in a reduced form regression of current

cable market share on the lagged market shares (instrumented using lagged exoge-

nous regressors) and a set of contemporaneous exogenous regressors are statistically

significant than there is state dependence. In a reduced form specification coefficients

on lagged cable and satellite shares are 0.634 (s.e. 0.049) and 0.177 (s.e. 0.042)

respectively.

Identification of random coefficient parameters relies on the variation in the choice

sets across markets and over time. There is no variation in the set of available

products because there are always two alternatives and an outside option. However,

the data includes a number of cross-sectional observations with significant variation in

observed quality and prices across markets. Unfortunately, as it is typical for models

that rely only on aggregate data, identification of consumer heterogeneity may be

weak, particularly for the case when the set of products is small.

alternative we condition on.
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2.8 Results

I estimated several demand side models. Table 2.5 presents results of the estimation

for static, myopic, and dynamic models. The static model (without random coeffi-

cients) is a simple logit specification with switching cost parameters restricted to zero.

The myopic model allows for non-zero switching cost parameters but sets the discount

factor to zero. The dynamic model estimates switching cost parameters under the

assumption that the discount factor is 0.95. In addition, I estimated both the static

and dynamic models with random coefficients.

Table 2.5. Estimation results

Variable OLS
IV, GMM

One-type R.C. model
Stat1 Myop1 Dyn1 Stat2 Dyn2 Dyn3

const 1.110* 1.648* 1.382* 1.194* 1.556* 1.130* 1.125*
(0.019) (0.056) (0.059) (0.092) (0.165) (0.151) (0.136)

sat.dum. -1.678* -1.821* -0.955* -1.127* -1.833* -1.124* -1.121
(0.011) (0.020) (0.224) (0.083) (0.052) (0.234) (0.725)

time -0.061* -0.139* -0.117 -0.083* -0.119* -0.091* -0.091*
(0.002) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.015) (0.009) (0.011)

q (qual.) 0.194* 0.290* 0.258* 0.204* 0.273* 0.207* 0.207*
(0.002) (0.007) (0.010) (0.011) (0.013) (0.016) (0.021)

p (price) -0.052* -0.083* -0.076* -0.056* -0.072* -0.054* -0.054*
(0.001) (0.003) (0.005) (0.004) (0.009) (0.006) (0.008)

Switching costs
ηc (cable) -0.389 0.507* 0.477* 0.475

(0.273) (0.171) (0.194) (0.307)
ηs (satellite) 0.709* 0.869* 0.942* 0.944*

(0.179) (0.118) (0.400) (0.463)
Standard deviations
const 0.773 0.088 0.102

(0.649) (2.328) (2.829)
sat.dummy 0.010 0.014

(4.299) (6.783)
price 0.025

(0.019)

Standard errors in parentheses: * significant at 5%, ** at 10% level
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The results from the static OLS and IV regressions suggest that instruments

have considerable effect on the parameter estimates. In a single variable regression,

the bias of the OLS coefficient estimate is defined by the covariance between the

regressor and the unobserved error term. If one is willing to apply this shortcut to

a multivariable regression, then the difference between the estimates from the OLS

and IV specifications is consistent with positive covariance between price and the

unobserved quality component, ξjt, and negative covariance between observed and

unobserved quality.

The estimates of switching cost parameters produced by myopic and dynamic

models of consumer behavior are quite different. The point estimate of cable switch-

ing costs from the myopic specification is negative and not statistically significantly

different from zero. Meanwhile the estimate of satellite switching costs is statistically

significant and has a positive sign. In the model that accounts for the forward-looking

consumer behavior both estimates of switching costs are positive and statistically sig-

nificant. One possible explanation of the negative point estimate of cable switching

costs in the myopic model is that smooth changes in the cable shares are incorrectly

interpreted as high turnover of consumers when it pays to become a new customer,

while keeping the product in the next period is less attractive than the outside or

satellite alternative. In case of forward-looking behavior, consumers may rationally

choose to stay with the cable system even when it generates less attractive flow utility

in the current period. This would be optimal if expectations of the future utility flow

are bright enough and it is costly to make repeated connections.

To evaluate the economic significance of the parameter estimates, I use the esti-

mate of the marginal disutility from the monthly fee to transform the utility measure

of switching costs into their monetary equivalents. For cable systems the switching

cost is approximately $109, while for satellite the costs are about $186 in 1997 prices.

Do these numbers make sense? First, when comparing cable and satellite switch-

ing costs with each other, the difference is consistent with expectations because at
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least the explicit (up-front connection fees) component of switching costs is typically

higher for DBS providers. As to the absolute monetary values, it is hard to tell

because a considerable part of the switching costs may be generated by unobserved

hassle utility costs. In order to isolate pure implicit utility costs, one can use data

on average explicit connection fees. For example, the direct cost of the professional

installation of cable service in 1997 was about $40 (FCC Report on cable industry

prices, December 15, 1997). This does not include equipment cost, which was typi-

cally rented rather than purchased by subscribers. Additional fees in terms of extra

equipment and installation fees may be required for extra television sets in the same

household. Warren’s data contain information on the installation fees for some of

the cable systems. In 1997 these numbers average about $37 (fees vary considerably

across systems and tiers). After accounting for direct fees, there still remain hassle

costs of about $60 to $70 in implicit switching costs for cable.

As for satellite, the equipment and professional installation fees were consider-

ably larger. The official professional installation fee was about $150 not including

equipment. The equipment cost ranged from $100 to $300 depending on the configu-

ration and the number of television sets in the same household.16 Satellite equipment

was usually purchased by the subscribers rather than rented (except in a few cases).

Therefore, a consumer who decides to disconnect or switch to an alternative provider

may be able to resell equipment in the secondary market. This however would imply

spending extra effort and losses in the equipment value relative to its initial price.

Another way of looking at monetary values of switching costs is to compare them

to the annualized monthly fees. In 1997, the average monthly fee for the most popular

cable tier was about $28 and $30 for satellite. On an annual basis consumers paid

16DBS providers recognized that equipment and installation costs are among major impediments
in attracting new customers. This resulted in a number of various discount schemes like one offered
by EchoStar in terms of $50 professional installation fee and discounts for the second dish. In many
cases a consumer can purchase a $50 do-it-yourself installation kit and purchase equipment in a
secondary market or from discount stores for less.
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about $336 for cable and $360 for satellite in 1997 prices. Then estimated switching

cost constitute about 32 and 52 percent of the annual expenditures on the cable and

satellite service respectively.

The estimate of the coefficient on the linearized time trend suggests that the av-

erage utility from paid television services was gradually decreasing over time. This is

evidence that the outside alternative was improving. In particular, the development of

video rental services (e.g. BlockBuster, Hollywood Video, Netflix, etc.) and consider-

able improvements in the accessibility and quality of the video recording technologies

increased the relative attractiveness of the option of not having paid television.

The negative coefficient on satellite dummy implies that satellite television ser-

vice generated lower average utility relative to the cable alternative. One possible

explanation is related to the supplementary services offered by cable companies. This

difference may also reflect the ability of cable systems to broadcast local channels,

while DBS providers gained this opportunity only recently.

Coefficients on quality and price variables have the expected signs and are statis-

tically significant in all specifications. One way to assess the economic significance

of the coefficients is to compute implied price and quality elasticities. It is worth

noting that in a dynamic framework the definition of price elasticity is more com-

plicated than in static models. In particular, the value of a price elasticity depends

on whether the price change is anticipated and whether it is permanent. I use two

definitions of price elasticity in a dynamic model. Let ES denote the static own-price

elasticity. Let ED
SR denote the short-run elasticity from a dynamic model assuming

an unanticipated non-permanent increase in the monthly subscription fee. Let ED
LR

stand for the long-run elasticity from a dynamic model assuming an unanticipated

permanent increase in monthly subscription fee. Then the relevant formulas for the

price elasticities of provider j are
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∂pj
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(
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− ∂V 00

∂δj

)
+ sk

(
∂V jj

∂δj
− ∂V kk

∂δj

))
pj

where k 6= j; k, j ∈ {c, s}. Quality elasticities can be obtained similarly. Table 2.6

lists price and quality elasticities.

Table 2.6. Price and quality elasticities from dynamic and static models
Cable Satellite

Price Quality Price Quality

Static -1.07 0.64 -2.10 2.10
Dynamic short-run (D3) -0.72 0.45 -1.41 1.47
Dynamic long-run (D3) -0.84 0.52 -1.67 1.75

Short-run price and quality elasticities from the static model are significantly

larger than short- and long-run elasticities from the dynamic model. These findings

are consistent with the theoretical prediction that switching costs make consumer

demand less elastic. It is worth noting that previous studies of the television market

estimate elasticities for specific tiers, while in this paper I use price and quality data

from the most popular tier and evaluate elasticity at the total cable share. Therefore,

I expect that my estimates of price elasticity from the static model should be lower in

absolute value relative to the previous findings. For instance, Crawford (2000) finds

that own price elasticity for basic and expanded basic services are -1.67 and -0.66

respectively, while Goolsbee and Petrin (2004) estimated the elasticity of expanded

basic to be -1.53.

In the static model, standard deviations on the constants and price coefficient are

not statistically significant. In the dynamic model, standard deviations on constant
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and satellite dummy are not statistically significant.

2.9 Counterfactual simulations

In this section, I present a simple representative consumer supply side framework,

which is used to simulate counterfactual scenarios of paid television industry evolu-

tion. In particular, I evaluate the effect of DBS entry on the optimal cable policy

(case “No satellite, switching costs”). Another scenario considers the case of a cable

monopoly where consumer switching costs are completely subsidized (case “No satel-

lite, no switching costs”).17 A third possible scenario, when both cable and satellite

switching costs are completely subsidized (i.e. static demand with duopoly compe-

tition on supply side) requires more complex model and is left as a topic for further

research.

Simulating counterfactual experiments requires knowledge of the supply-side pa-

rameters. In order to estimate the cost structure of the cable carriers I make a set of

simplifying assumptions. First, I assume that all factors that affect costs and unob-

served service characteristics, ξct, of cable providers would remain the same under the

counterfactual scenario of no DBS and a complete elimination of switching costs.18

The meaning of the assumption is that the model provides a partial equilibrium anal-

ysis by ignoring the overall effect of satellite entry on the relevant market variables.

Second, consistent with the current specification of the demand side model, I main-

tain the linearity assumption on the consumer utility from television service. Third,

I assume that the total cost function of cable providers is perfectly scalable in the

number of subscribers, i.e. the marginal cost of providing service to any number of

subscribers is constant. Finally, I use a one-consumer-type version of the demand side

17For example, in case of government regulation that requires cable companies to charge their
customers only on the pay-per-view basis.

18This is obviously a strong assumption as many of the “cost shifters” employed in the demand
model estimation might be affected by the strategic actions of cable providers in response to the
entry by DBS, e.g. change in ownership structure.
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model. Under these assumptions, optimal quality choice of cable firms would not be

affected by the DBS entry or by the elimination of the consumer switching costs.19

Below I present a more formal discussion of the supply-side model.

Throughout this section I assume a representative consumer model; therefore,

the subscript i is omitted. Consistent with the demand side model, I maintain an

assumption that consumers attain per-period utility from consuming television service

denoted by

δjt = δ(qjt, pjt, ξjt), j = c, s (2.18)

with the flow utility from the outside alternative normalized to zero. As before,

consumers are assumed to forecast future flow utility using information on the current

pair of utility levels only. According to the assumptions of the demand-side model,

consumer state variables include only overall flow utility and not price, observed and

unobserved quality separately. This implies that any combinations of qjt, pjt, and

ξjt that result in the same flow utility would be viewed by the consumer as equally

attractive. The model does not differentiate between high-quality expensive and low-

quality low-price programming offer as long as both generate the same δjt.

The consumers’ policy choices result in aggregate market shares, which are func-

tions of the current level of utility generated by cable provider, δct, last period market

shares, sct−1, sst−1 (which define current consumer’s state), and current choice of the

consumer flow utility by satellite provider, δst.

Each period cable firm collects revenue equal to the monthly subscription fee

times the number of subscribers, i.e. pctMs(pct, qct, ·), where M denotes market

size and is assumed to be constant over time. Providing quality, qct, is costly. Let

C(qct, Xct, ξct,Msct) denote the producer total cost function of providing quality level

qct to Msct subscribers in the market. The cost function is allowed to depend on a

19Even though some previous studies, e.g. Goolsbee and Petrin (2004), Chu (2007), find that
satellite entry has an effect on the optimal cable quality choice, the set of assumptions above secures
a clean outcome where the entire effect of satellite entry and switching costs would be reflected by
the change in the optimal cable price only.
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vector of “cost shifters”, Xct, as well as on the current realization of exogenous “un-

observed” service characteristics, ξct. Then the producer per-period payoff (profit)

function is defined as

π(pct, qct, δst, ξct, Xct, sct−1, sst−1) =

Ms(pct, qct, δst, ξct, sct−1, sst−1)pct − C(qct, Xct, ξct,Ms(·)) (2.19)

In the beginning of each period, the producer observes the current value of the

“unobserved” (by us) product characteristics, ξct, current period satellite flow utility,

δst, and realizations of the exogenous cost shifters, Xct. Hence, in the beginning of

the period the producer has complete information about the current period profit

function for any feasible policy choices of {pct, qct}.

Evolution of the exogenous variables δst, ξct, and Xct is perceived by the producer

as a stochastic process known up to a parameter vector. Current market shares are

deterministic functions of quality (both observed and unobserved), price, and past

market shares

sct = sct−1 Pr(c|c) + sst−1 Pr(c|s) + (1− sct−1 − sst−1) Pr(c|0)

sst = sst−1 Pr(s|s) + sct−1 Pr(s|c) + (1− sct−1 − sst−1) Pr(s|0)

where Pr(j|k) is a shortcut for Pr(at = j|at−1 = k), k, j = c, s, with at and at−1

denoting consumer current choice and state respectively.

I proceed under the following set of assumptions:

Assumption 2: Consumer flow utility is linear in the price and quality variables

δct = α0c + αc1qct + αc2pct + ξct. (2.20)

Assumption 3: The total cost function is perfectly scalable in the number of sub-
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scribers

C(qct, Xct,Msct) = MsctC(qct, Xct). (2.21)

Assumption 4: The change in market structure due to entry of DBS and/or elimi-

nation of consumer switching costs does not affect any of the cost shifters, Xct, and

unobserved product characteristics, ξct

Suppose that the producer maximizes expected present discounted value of future

cash flows over an infinite horizon. Then the producer problem is

max
pct,qct

∞∑
t=0

βtE[π(pct, qct, δst, ξct, Xct, ·)]. (2.22)

The expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of future values of the

exogenous random variables, (δst, ξct, Xct)

From Assumption 2, δ(qct, pct, ξct) is a strictly decreasing function in pct. Therefore,

there exists a well-defined inverse function

p = δ−1(δct, qct, ξct). (2.23)

Moreover, ∂δ−1(δct,qct,ξct)
∂qct

is constant.

Let producer choice variables be defined as (δct, qct) instead of (pct, qct). Then the

producer maximization problem can be expressed as

max
δct,qct

∞∑
t=0

βtE[π(δct, qct, δst, ξct, Xct, ·)], (2.24)

which can also be written as a conventional Bellman equation

W (sct−1, sst−1, δst, ξct, Xct) =

max
δct,qct

{
s(sct−1, sst−1, δst, δct)(δ

−1(δct, qct, ξct)− C(qct, ξct, Xct)+
βE[W (sct, sst, δst+1, ξct+1, Xct+1)|δct, qct, sct−1, sst−1, δst, ξct, Xct]

}
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Note that conditional on policy choice, δct, the choice of quality, qct, does not have

any dynamic implications.

From the first order conditions for optimal quality choice,

FOC[qct] :
∂δ−1(δct, qct, ξct)

∂qct
− ∂C(qct, ξct, Xct)

∂qct
= 0 (2.25)

it is clear that q∗ct = q(ξct, Xct) does not depend on the optimal choice of a dynamic

control. The first term is constant due to the linearity of the utility function. Then I

can write the producer dynamic programming problem in terms of a Bellman equation

that is partially maximized with respect to qct.

W (sct−1, sst−1, δst, ξct, Xct) =

max
δct

{
s(sct−1, sst−1, δst, δct)(

1
α2

(δct − α0 − α1q
∗(ξct, Xct)− ξct − α2C̃(ξct, Xct))+

βE[W (sct, sst, δst+1, ξct+1, Xct+1)|δct, sct−1, sst−1, δst, ξct, Xct]

}
Let

H(ξct, Xct)=̂
1

α2

(−α0 − α1q
∗(ξct, Xct)− ξct − α2C̃(ξct, Xct)) (2.26)

Then

W (sct−1, sst−1, δst, ξct, Xct) =

max
δct

{
s(sct−1, sst−1, δst, δct)(

δct

α2
+H(ξct, Xct)

βE[W (sct, sst, δst+1, ξct+1, Xct+1)|δct, sct−1, sst−1, δst, ξct, Xct]

}
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the state space, I make another major

simplifying assumption

Assumption 5: The producer perceives the current period value of functionH(ξct, Xct)

as a sufficient statistic for the distribution over its future values.

P (Hct+1|ξct, Xct, Hct) = P (Hct+1|Hct) (2.27)

Obviously, this assumption is very strong. In particular, I bypass an explicit trans-
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formation of a vector of several random variables, ξct and Xct, each having unknown

distribution, via relationship (2.25) into a scalar random variable by directly assuming

its distribution P (Hct+1|Hct). However, this assumption reduces the producer state

space considerably, which makes it feasible to numerically solve the DP problem. In

practice, I solve the following modified producer Bellman equation

W (sct−1, sst−1, δst, Hct) =

max
δct

{
s(sct−1, sst−1, δst, δct)(Hct − δct)+
βE[W (sct, sst, δst+1, Hct+1)|δct, sct−1, sst−1, δst, Hct]

}
Note that by Assumption 4, values of H(ξct, Xct) will be constant across various

scenarios. Therefore, I can solve for Hct at a finite number of points in the producer

state space to recover a sequence of numbers, {Hct}t=0,...,T that rationalizes the se-

quence of optimal policy choices, {δct}t=0,...,T , observed in the data. This can be done

by first solving for the optimal producer policy δct = δ(sct−1, sst−1, δst, Hct) and then

“inverting-out” Hct values by matching model predictions to the actual data.20

The solution algorithm is iterative and consists of several steps. First, I specify

an empirical version of the evolution of state variable Hct by assuming that producer

beliefs fit into

Hct+1 = a0 + a1Hct + σHωct+1, (2.28)

where ωct+1 is a next period innovation that is independently identically distributed

as N(0, 1). Second, I use the final estimates of the transition parameters for δst from

the demand side model. Third, I guess initial values for a0, a1, and σH . Then I

use a three-step iterative procedure of (1) solving for the producer optimal policy

at a finite number of grid points in the state space; (2) “inverting-out” a set of Hct

values by matching the observed policy δct to the predicted one in the previous step;

and (3) updating transition parameters a0, a1, σH . The iterations are repeated until

20For a specific transition process on Hct assumed below it can be shown that the optimal policy
is strictly monotone in Hct
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complete convergence on both the producer value function and the resulting optimal

policy. Recovered Hct values in each market provide enough information to simulate

two counterfactual scenarios.

For the first scenario, when there is no DBS but there are consumer switching

costs (entry costs), I redefine the consumer and producer DP problems (to account

for no DBS in the market) and solve them iteratively by updating consumer beliefs

in equation (2.8) after solving for the optimal producer policy in any given iteration.

A new sequence of δct in each market is obtained when complete convergence on (1)

consumer DP problem, (2) producer DP problem, and (3) optimal producer policy

choice is reached.

For the second scenario, in the absence of the DBS and no switching costs, I

(numerically) solve a static problem with market shares given by logit probabilities.

2.9.1 Simulation results

Elimination of DBS from the market would on average result in an increase in cable

price by 19.23% (median 16.03%) relative to the observed outcome. Elimination of

DBS combined with a subsidization of consumer switching costs in a static monopoly

scenario would cause on average a 31.09% (median 27.71%) increase in cable prices.

Given that the demand side model suggests a low elasticity of demand for television

service, one could expect a considerable price change if paid television service was

monopolized.

The average price increase in the static monopoly environment exceeds the one in

case of cable monopoly with consumer switching costs (henceforth, dynamic monopoly).

This seems reasonable given that with significant entry costs consumers would “de-

mand” larger discounts in the monthly fee to connect to a service provider. According

to theoretical literature on switching costs, firms face a tradeoff between incentives to

invest into customer base by offering discounts and to capitalize on existing market
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Figure 2.3. Dynamic monopoly price relative to the observed outcome and static
counterfactual across 10 percentiles of market shares distribution

shares by charging higher price. It is conceivable that investment incentive is signif-

icantly larger than capitalization incentive for the firms with smaller market shares.

To explore this possibility, I compare the dynamic monopoly pricing scheme to prices

under a static monopoly and to the actual observed prices.

Figure 2.3 suggests that cable firms in the lower 10th percentile of the market

shares distribution charge prices that are fairly close to the observed prices and are

the most different from static monopoly optima. Black bars can be viewed as a

hypothetical increase in price for a set of firms within a given percentile of the market

shares distribution if DBS is eliminated from the market. With the increase in the

market share, the incentive to capitalize on the existing consumer base increases and

the investment in new customers becomes less important. Light-colored bars could

be interpreted as price discounts (relative to the static monopoly optima) for various

firm sizes due to dynamic considerations. Figure 2.3 provides evidence supporting
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Figure 2.4. Evolution of optimal static and dynamic monopoly prices in 1998-2004
for two firms

the idea that cable firms with low shares offer considerable price discounts to attract

new consumers. The largest firms set optimal dynamic monopoly prices higher than

their optimal static monopoly price.

Similar observation could be made by inspecting counterfactual scenarios of price

evolution for two firms: a typical firm with a market share of about 0.6 and a firm

with significant market share of 0.82.

Figure 2.4 describes evolution of prices across time for two firms. A firm with a 0.6

market share demonstrates a pricing pattern similar to the average in the industry.

Interestingly, a firm with an 0.82 market share suggests a significantly different path,

where the dynamic optimal price is higher than the static monopoly optimum.

In order to further explore the difference between static and dynamic monopoly

pricing I conducted another simulation experiment. In particular, I simulated 60

periods of industry evolution in 30 distinct markets assuming a mean value of H-

function as initial condition for cost structure in each market and zero initial market

share. For every next period and for each market, I draw a random innovation to the

H-function according to the supply-side estimates. Then I update optimal producer

choice and the consequent realization of the market share. Then the data on the

optimal producer policy choice, δcmt, resulting market share, scmt, and normalized

producer profit is averaged across markets for each time period.
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Figure 2.5. Average evolution of δct, sct and cable profits for 30 simulated markets
over 60 time periods
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Figure 2.5 describes the evolution of the variables across 60 simulated periods.

Note that the first chart describes optimal δct choices where higher values of δct

correspond to lower prices. Even though the optimal dynamic monopoly price is

everywhere lower than the optimal static price, the market share and the resulting

profit is everywhere higher for the dynamic monopoly.

2.10 Conclusions

This paper develops and estimates a dynamic model of consumer choice in the paid

television industry. The proposed framework nests a static discrete choice model as

a special case and, hence, allows for direct testing of the research hypothesis about

significant switching costs in the industry. I use data from the U.S. television market

to estimate structural parameters of the model. The estimates strongly support the

existence of significant, both in statistical and economic sense, switching costs. In

particular, the monetary value of switching cost for cable and DBS systems are $109

and $186 (in 1997 prices) respectively. These estimates are roughly 32 percent and

52 percent of the annual cable and satellite bills respectively.

According to the results, the static model overestimates the elasticities of demand

with respect to price and quality. The static price elasticity estimate is -1.07, while the

dynamic model estimates short- and long-run elasticity of -0.72 and -0.84 respectively.

The myopic model offers lower switching cost parameters and, similar to static model,

more elastic price and quality elasticities.

In order to evaluate the effect of DBS entry on the optimal cable policy, I suggested

a simple supply side model. Assuming that satellite policy and the evolution of

the cable carriers’ cost structure is exogenous, I use an iterative nested fixed-point

algorithm to solve for the optimal producer policy and recover the underlying costs

structure that rationalizes observed policy choices. Under the assumption that the

change in market structure does not affect any of the relevant exogenous variables,
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I simulate two counterfactual scenarios. According to the estimates, satellite entry

will have a considerable effect on cable prices. In particular, in the absence of DBS

cable prices would be on average 19 percent higher (median increase of 16%) relative

to the observed outcome. If there is no DBS competition and the switching costs

are subsidized, then the static monopoly price would likely be on average 31 percent

(median 28%) higher than the observed cable prices.
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Chapter 3

Government Regulation as a Collusion

Facilitating Device: Evidence from the

Ukrainian White Sugar Industry in 1993-2000

3.1 Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that during most of the transition period the food industry

in Ukraine was heavily regulated. The regulation took different forms, including

price ceilings, output quotas, protectionist measures in international trade markets,

and explicit restrictions on food products transfers across Ukrainian regional borders.

Often, the government created associations that united all producers in an industry

to maintain direct control over prices and outputs. On the one hand, government

intervention was intended to provide some sort of social protection. On the other, it

created distortions that allowed for non-competitive behavior.

This study evaluates conduct in sugar refining industry. The institutional struc-

ture provided all the prerequisites for collusive behavior. Through output quotas

for individual producers and control of the market price the Ukrtsukor (“Ukrainian

sugar”) association appears to be a classical instance of a cartel. Moreover, protected

by the government the cartel was virtually immune to regulation by the antitrust

authority. It is less obvious to what extent the cartel used its market power. Sugar

is an essential product and the Ukrainian government closely monitors sugar price

to prevent social and political unrest. Therefore, the objective function of this type

of industry cartel is likely to be a complex combination of profit and social welfare

maximization.

In order to empirically test sugar refining industry conduct, I develop a model that

is specifically designed for analysis of cases where collusion does not result in a perfect
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cartel case. This is an extension of the previous literature on collusion, most of which

assumes discreteness of collusive possibilities (i.e. Bertrand, Cournot, Perfect Cartel).

In many cases, as with government-controlled associations, researchers are unaware

about the objective function of a cartel. Simple industry profit maximization may be

a fairly strong assumption.

Instead, I suggest imposing an assumption on the way the collusion is imple-

mented. Proportional reduction technique, defined by Schmalensee (1987), allows

me to link observed quantity choices to the firms’ competitive first order conditions

through a single parameter measuring the degree of collusiveness. This approach has

several advantages. The most important one is the interpretation of the parameter

estimate, which represents the inverse share of the potential competitive quantity.

Several recent studies attempt to explain the poor performance of Ukrainian

agricultural firms reflected in high retail sugar prices (see for example, Zorya and

Nivyevsky (2005), Cramon-Taubadel et al. (2001), Zhosan (1999)). Absence of com-

petition from foreign producers and a poor regulatory environment are usually men-

tioned among the major reasons for persistent inefficiency. Indeed, regulation of the

white sugar price has had considerable adverse effect on sugar beet producers who

supply inputs to the sugar refinery firms. This has already resulted in a considerable

reduction of sugar beet supply since 1991. Thus we observe an instance of an adverse

effect of inappropriate government policies in the downstream market (sugar refin-

ery) on the related upstream (sugar beet producing) market. While direct effects of

administrative interventions into the market transactions are well documented in the

existing literature, little attention is devoted to possible indirect effects. The possi-

bility of collusive behavior considered in this study represents one of such indirect

effects.

In order to “efficiently” regulate markets, the Ukrainian government often estab-

lishes associations of producers. This simplifies control over the individual producers

by directly interfering with their management decisions. Officially, such associations
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are designed to represent the interests of domestic producers. What is often neglected

is the ability of such associations to exploit their status to effectively coordinate the

activity of their members in both the output and input markets. It is plausible that

the coordination may take quite pervasive forms, one of which is collusive behavior.

In this way regulation has an additional negative effect through facilitating collusive

behavior in the market.

Ukrainian sugar refining firms are united by the Ukrtsukor association. It is

well documented that the association controls not only prices in the white sugar

wholesale market but also allocates output quotas by interfering with the supplier-

producer relationships. This study evaluates the degree of collusion and quantifies the

resulting losses. Having such information would provide empirical evidence necessary

to reform the sugar market. Estimation results indicate a moderate degree of collusion

as compared to the quantity-setting competitive equilibrium. At the same time, if

the primary purpose of regulation is to maximize social welfare, the losses due to

collusive behavior could be much higher, particularly for regions with a small number

of producers.

3.2 Literature review

I begin with a brief overview of the major theoretical findings in the literature on

collusion. Generally, models of collusion are based on the trade-off between short

run gains from deviations from a collusive agreement and the resulting long-run cost

incurred by the deviants. Probably the most influential paper here is Friedman (1971).

The author shows that a collusive outcome can be supported by using simple grim

trigger strategies.

In the perfect information case “price wars” represent an off-equilibrium path,

which is never played in equilibrium. However, as it was shown by Green and Porter

(1984), under imperfect observability of other players’ actions, price wars do take
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place and they represent a part of an equilibrium enforcing strategy.1

The relationship between short run gain from deviation and long run cost of

punishment is reemphasized in the Rotemberg and Saloner (1986) model. Exogenous

fluctuations in demand for oligopolistic products make it harder to sustain collusion

in the periods of high demand, when temptation to cheat increases due to increase

in the short-run gains from deviation. In such periods, collusion may be supported

with low prices only. In turn, when the current state of demand is low and the firms

expect an increase in the demand in the future, sustaining collusion becomes easier

(or, alternatively, collusion can be sustained at higher prices). Hence, cartel price

moves countercyclically with respect to demand fluctuations. A number of other

papers consider different aspects of collusion sustainability (see for example Tirole

(1988), Athey and Bagwell (2001), Athey et al. (2004). A good survey of past and

recent theoretical studies of collusion can be found in Feuerstein (2005), while several

directions for further research are outlined in Cabral (2005).

An important question for any collusion between firms that have asymmetric costs

when side payments are not allowed is the distribution of rewards within the cartel

because the rewards directly affect the cartel’s sustainability. Schmalensee (1987)

discusses four different types (or “technologies”) of profits distribution under cartel

agreements.2 The first type allows for side payments. It requires all production to

be reallocated to the most efficient firm. Then profits are shared with the rest of the

firms. As the author notes, one should think of such technology as “a standard of

comparison, rather than as a realistic possibility” (p.354). The second type involves

market sharing arrangements, when firms produce according to pre-specified quotas.

Obviously, this type of profit re-distribution is more likely to occur in the real world.

However, question of quota assignment is not a trivial one. One way to proceed is

to assign market quotas in a way that generates the same critical discount factor

1This happens even though none of the firms cheats on agreement.
2The results are based on a simple model with constant marginal costs.
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for every firm and maximize cartel sustainability. Such arrangements, however, do

not guarantee joint profit maximization. More importantly, they would make “long

and complex negotiations necessary, especially when firms are imperfectly informed

about their rivals’ costs, and this may entail unacceptable antitrust risks” (p.357).

Third technology implies market division, when each firm is assigned to a part of the

market and charges its optimal monopoly price in this segment. One obvious difficulty

in implementation of this technology is the possibility of arbitrage. Finally, the last

type of rewards distribution is proportional reduction, when firms “maintain market

shares at their non-collusive (Cournot) values and reduce the output of all sellers

proportionally” (p.357). Although this technology may generate less profits than

some or all of the alternatives discussed above, the simplicity of its implementation

may be decisive.

The existing empirical IO literature provides several different ways of identifying

market power. Most of the methods are based on equations that nest several types of

market conduct depending on the value of a conjectural variation parameter. One of

the most famous is the Bresnahan-type identification of market power using aggregate

industry data, which is based on demand “rotators” controlling for demand “shifters”

(see Bresnahan (1982)). The implication of including demand rotators is that the

demand function is no longer separable in these rotators. As shown by Lau (1982),

identification of conjectural variation is possible in this case.

The intuition is simple. Suppose that demand is rotated around the equilibrium

point. Then for marginal cost pricing (perfect competition) this has no effect on mar-

ket quantity or price. Under oligopolistic or monopolistic market structure, rotation

of demand will change its slope and, hence, the slope of the marginal revenue, which

would result in a new market equilibrium. Porter (1983) and Ellison (1994) use the

Green and Porter (1984) model of collusion to identify market power based on theo-

retical predictions that price wars should occur as a part of equilibrium enforcement

and that they should occur precisely when random demand shocks are negative. In
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particular, Ellison (1994) uses a model “that focuses on the regime transition proba-

bilities to provide evidence for the existence of the trigger strategies that are central

to the theory” (p. 56). One of the possible extensions of Bresnahan-type identifica-

tion to a dynamic oligopoly model is suggested by Steen and Salvanes (1999). The

authors suggest using an error correction model to account for “short-run departures

from the long-run equilibrium in the data” (p.148).

An alternative approach to identifying market power can be found in Sullivan

(1985), who suggests estimating the lower bound on the number of firms that is

consistent with the observed market price and quantity. Intuitively, the model is

built on “an extension of the familiar rule that a monopolist will not produce on the

inelastic portion of his demand curve” (p.588).

Two other ways of identifying market power are based on entry decisions (e.g.

Bresnahan and Reiss (1991)) and pricing strategies by multi-product firms (e.g. Bres-

nahan (1987)). The first approach might be particularly useful if one does not observe

prices or costs. The intuition is based on the “demand entry threshold, a measure of

the market size required to support a given number of firms” (p.978). Then the effect

of entry on market conduct can be inferred from the ratios of the entry thresholds.

The second approach is based on the fact that multi-product firms would maximize

joint profits from their imperfectly substitutable products. If, in turn, two products

belong to the competing firms, profit is maximized separately for each product. In

other words, negative externalities from producing one product for the other are not

endogenized. In the periods of competition this difference should be significantly

larger than in the periods of collusion.

3.3 Institutional framework

Historically, the sugar industry was one of the core agricultural businesses in Ukraine,

accounting for about half of the overall white sugar production in the former Soviet
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Union. Sugar production involves two stages: growing sugar beets and its refining.

The market structure of the sugar beets growing industry is likely to satisfy assump-

tions of a perfectly competitive market. However, the degree of competition in the

refining industry is of much greater concern.

In the beginning of the transition, the refining industry included 192 sugar refining

plants and accounted for about 120,000 employees. As an important part of Ukrainian

economy, the sugar industry was subject to a considerable regulatory intervention

by the government. Both wholesale and retail sugar prices were regulated either by

central or by municipal authorities. Further, the industry was subject to protectionist

measures that made import of sugar beets and sugar itself virtually ineffective in

fostering competition in the domestic markets.

According to previous studies, the number and the density of sugar factories in

Ukraine is excessive (see Zorya and Nivyevsky (2005)). For instance, the number

of sugar refining firms in a single Ukrainian region (Vynnytska oblast) is 35, while

the total number of sugar factories in Germany is only 26. This market structure

was inherited since Soviet times when the Ukrainian sugar industry served about 50

percent of the overall white sugar demand in the former USSR. Given that all of the

existing firms are mostly oriented to the domestic market, one could expect fierce

competition between the factories. As a result of such competition, a considerable

number of firms should have been forced to exit the industry in the early years of the

transition period. However, in 1992-1998 almost all sugar refining plants reported

positive levels of output.3 Interestingly, although the aggregate output fluctuated

considerably over the sample period, the market structure as measured by the regional

HHI was much less volatile (see Figure 3.1). I believe that the evidence presented

on Figure 3.1 is consistent with the proportional reduction technique of collusion, i.e.

when all firms reduce their outputs (relative to the competitive level) by the same

3According to several studies (e.g. Nivyevsky and Strubenhoff (2005), Zhosan (1999)), most of
the Ukrainian sugar factories operate at much less than full capacity levels.
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Figure 3.1. Evolution of regional HHI and total output in 1993-2000

Source: Own calculations, Ukrainian manufacturing register 1993-2000

proportion. In this case, collusive and competitive market share remain the same and

only the aggregate level of output decreases.

All sugar processing plants in Ukraine (regardless of whether they are privatized

or not) are united by the association “Ukrtsukor”, which represents a mechanism

through which government has direct control over production and the wholesale mar-

ket of sugar. Ukrtsukor allocated output quotas by directly assigning every refinery

firm to a sugar beet producing farm(s).4 Therefore, price control undertaken in this

way represents explicit collusion.

3.4 Model

In order to identify collusion one usually assumes a particular objective function for

the cartel, e.g. joint industry profit maximization. Then, the empirical version of the

cartel’s first-order conditions is derived. Most of the previous empirical work relies

on game theoretic predictions about three possible competition regimes, i.e. perfect

4In Ukraine, all firms use the same sugar refining technology and the rate of conversion of sugar
beets to sugar is known and relatively constant across refining firms.
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competition (or Bertrand-like scenario), Cournot, or perfect cartel (i.e. monopoly

output). Whenever an industry is in one of these regimes, a conjectural variation

parameter has clear interpretation. One, however, can rarely observe a pure monopoly

outcome in an industry that is known to be collusive. In this case, the parameter

estimates are usually interpreted “as if”, e.g. N−firm industry produces output as

if it is an industry with M < N Cournot competing firms. Such interpretation is at

best imprecise and can hardly be used to measure the welfare consequences of the

collusion. More importantly, the empirical version of the cartel’s first order conditions

typically makes sense under a fairly strict assumption of symmetric firms.5

In Ukraine, there is a particular reason for why joint industry profit maximization

is not a reasonable assumption. Cartels often are created under the government

umbrella and, hence, immune to the regulations by the antitrust authorities. Such

cartels typically have more complex objective functions. For example, social welfare

considerations may have nontrivial importance for output decisions.

An alternative to assuming an objective function of a cartel is to assume a way in

which collusion is implemented. In particular, I assume that firms use a proportional

reduction technique (PR) when the collusive market share of each firm is determined

by its market share under a competitive regime and only overall level of output is ad-

justed. This approach has several advantages. First, with symmetric firms PR would

be a natural outcome regardless of whether firms are maximizing joint industry profit

or producing any other quantity in the interval between a monopoly and competitive

one. Second, under asymmetric firms this is the simplest way of implementing col-

lusion. Further, the resulting distribution of market shares would be observationally

equivalent to the competitive case. The HHI would be the same under collusive and

competitive regimes and collusion would be harder to detect. Third, the PR is ap-

pealing from the standpoint of fairness considerations and possesses some flexibility

5Some early models attempt to estimate firm-specific conjectures. Such approach did not get
significant acknowledgment in the recent empirical literature on collusion.
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regarding difference in bargaining power among firms. Note that PR does not neces-

sarily imply that more efficient firms will be favored. Since each of the asymmetric

firms has its optimal monopoly output level, overall output could be set in a way that

could favor any given firm in the industry.

Assumption 6: In a collusive regime firms reduce their individual output propor-

tionally to the baseline Cournot quantities

The assumption about PR collusion technique allows the linkage of collusive out-

puts to competitive ones through a single parameter that has a straightforward in-

terpretation. The discussion below shows how PR is profitable for all firms in the

neighborhood of the Cournot outcome. This implies that there exists a common

discount factor that would sustain collusion in simple grim-trigger strategies.6

3.4.1 Profitability under PR collusive technology

A profit maximizing Cournot competitor’s first order conditions (with respect to

quantity) are given by

P ′(Qt)qit + P (Qt)− C ′(qit) = 0

Consider a Cartel, which sets overall industry output to Q̄t = QCournot
t and assigns

market shares such that Q̄tsit = qCournotit ,∀i = 1, ..., n, where sit is market share of

firm i. Then the profit of such a cartel member is given by πm(sit, Q̄t) = P (Q̄t)Q̄tsit−

C(Q̄tsit) and by construction is identical to the non-cooperative Cournot outcome.

6It is worth noting that a cartel controlled by the government may use other punishment schemes
to enforce collusion.
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Consider a derivative of this profit function with respect to Q̄t :

∂πm
(
sit, Q̄t

)
∂Q̄t

= P ′
(
Q̄t

)
Q̄tsit + P

(
Q̄t

)
sit − C ′

(
Q̄tsit

)
sit

= C ′ (qit)− P
(
Q̄t

)
+ P

(
Q̄t

)
sit − C ′

(
Q̄tsit

)
sit

=
(
C ′ (qit)− P

(
Q̄t

))
(1− sit) < 0

where the first equality is obtained by replacing P ′
(
Q̄t

)
Q̄tsit with C ′ (qit) − P (Qt)

and the inequality follows from the fact that P ′ (Qt) qit = C ′ (qit)− P (Qt) < 0.

It is easy to see that in an infinitely repeated game with grim-trigger strategies

there exists a common discount factor β̃ ∈ (0, 1) that supports the collusive equilib-

rium. In particular, from above it follows that πmit > πcit where πmit and πcit are collusive

and competitive profits respectively. Let πdit ≥ πmit denote deviation profit of firm i.

Then for the collusive equilibrium to be sustainable the following condition must be

satisfied

πdit − πmit ≤
∞∑

τ=t+1

βτ−t (πmit − πcit)

πdit − πmit ≤
β

1− β
(πmit − πcit)

β ≥ πdit − πmit
πdit − πcit

∈ (0, 1)

Hence, β̃ =
πdit − πmit
πdit − πcit

would support a collusive equilibrium in simple grim-trigger

strategies.

3.4.2 Recovering optimality conditions

Consider an n-firm industry producing a homogenous product. The industry oper-

ates through time indexed by t = 0, 1, 2, ... In every period, firms either compete or

collude by employing PR technique. Let qmit and qcit denote collusive and competitive

quantities respectively. Let Qm
t =

∑n
i=1 q

m
it and Qc

t =
∑n

i=1 q
c
it denote total collusive
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and competitive quantities. Then

qcit = Qc
tsit =

Qc
t

Qm
t

qmit = θtq
m
it (3.1)

where θt ∈ [1,∞) and is equal to the inverse of the share of potentially competitive

output in period t.7

Given the relationship between competitive and collusive quantities it is possible

to “restore” individual firms’ first order conditions for quantity choice. In particular,

in the stage game according to the Cournot scenario firms solve

max
qc
it

{P (Qc
t)q

c
it − Ci(qcit)}

FOC : P (Qc
t) + P ′(Qc

t)qit − C ′i(qcit) = 0 (3.2)

where the FOC above must be satisfied at competitive quantities. If firms illicitly

collude we observe collusive quantities, qmit and Qm
it instead of qcit and Qc

it. Using

the relationship (3.1) I can write (3.2) in terms of observed quantities (Qm
t , q

m
it ) and

parameter θ as follows

P (θQm) + P ′(θQm)θqmi − C ′i(θqmi ) = 0 (3.3)

3.4.3 Empirical specification

In order to derive empirical version of individual first order conditions in terms of

observed variables and parameter θ, I make the following parametric assumptions.

Assumption 7: The inverse demand function is linear in total quantities and is

given by

P (Qt) = α0 − α1Qt + ᾱ2Z̄t + εt

where α0, α1 > 0 and Z̄t is a vector of demand shifters.

7Upper bound on θt depends on the parameters of the cost function. For a simplified analysis
see Appendix 3.
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On the supply side of the market, firms are heterogeneous with respect to their

cost functions.

Assumption 8: Assume that total cost function of firm i in period t is given by

Ci(qit) = Fi + aiq
δ
it, δ ≥ 1 (3.4)

i.e. cost functions are weakly convex and differ by a firm-specific shift parameter ai.

A similar cost function was used in Porter (1983). Note that weak convexity allows

for constant marginal costs, i.e. when δ = 1. This however is unlikely to be found

in the data because according to the official statistics sugar refinery firms worked at

half-capacities, i.e. 40-45 days a year instead of optimal 90-100. Then marginal cost

of firm i is C ′i(qit) = aiδq
δ−1
it .

Using parametric assumptions on the demand and cost functions, the empirical

version of the individual first order conditions can be derived. First, note that due to

linearity, P (θQm) − P (Qm) = −α1(θ − 1)Qm. Second, due to the form of total cost

function defined by (3.4),

C ′(qcit) = aiδθ
δ−1
t qδ−1

it

= aiδθ
δ−1
t

qδit
qit

= δθδ−1
t

C(qit)

qit
= δθδ−1

t AV C(qit)

Then, the first order conditions (3.3) for each firm can be written in terms of
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observed (collusive) quantities and price

P (θtQ
m
t )− P (Qm

t ) + P (Qm
t ) + P ′(θtQ

m
t )θqmit − C ′i(θtqmit ) = 0

−α1(θt − 1)Qm
t + Pm

t − α1θtq
m
it − δθδ−1

t AV Cm
it = 0

−α1(θt − 1)Qm
−it + Pm

t − α1(2θt − 1)qmit − δθδ−1
t AV Cm

it = 0

⇒

qmit =
1

α1(2θt − 1)
Pm
t −

θt − 1

2θt − 1
Qm
−it −

δθδ−1
t

α1(2θt − 1)
AV Cm

it = 0

qmit = γ1tP
m
t + γ2tQ

m
−it + γ3tAV C

m
it (3.5)

where γ1t =
1

α1(2θt − 1)
> 0, γ2t = − θt − 1

2θt − 1
≥ 0, and γ3t = − δθδ−1

t

α1(2θt − 1)
> 0.

Let the empirical version of (3.5) be given by

qmit = γ1P
m
t + γ2Q

m
−it + γ3AV C

m
it + εit, (3.6)

where εit accounts for variables unobserved by the econometrician. Suppose that εit =

wi + ξt + vit, i.e. it can be decomposed into time-invariant firm-specific unobservable,

wi, a shock common for all firms that varies across time, ξt, and a random variable vit

that varies across both time and firms. The first component, wi, may be unobserved

by us but are likely firm-specific factors observed by the cartel. These factors could

include differences in technology, the quality of management or location specificity of

a particular sugar refinery firm.8 The second component, ξt, stands for the industry-

wide cost shifters, like changes in input prices or taxation, also observed by the cartel.

The last term, vit, represents random deviations from the optimality conditions, like

errors in the data, potential “miscalculations” of outputs or even random instances

of cheating on the optimal quotas. I assume that vit is not observed by the cartel at

time when quotas are allocated.

8For instance, some firms may have better access to the input and output markets due to better
infrastructure or geographic location.
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3.4.4 Identification

The parameter of interest, θt, can be recovered from the estimate of coefficient γ2t,

i.e.

θt =
1 + γ̂2t

1 + 2γ̂2t

This sharp result is a consequence of the linearity assumption imposed on the de-

mand function. Note that the accuracy of the parameter estimate depends on both

the degree of convexity/concavity in the demand function and the degree of collusion.

If collusive output is close to the Cournot level, then this simple first order approx-

imation would be sufficiently precise even for non-linear demand systems. However,

the higher the level of collusion, the more important the linearity assumptions be-

comes. In other words, identification of the structural parameter, θt, depends on the

functional form assumptions.

In turn, in order to identify parameter γ2t we need to consider several issues.

First of all, some components of the error term in (3.6) are potentially observed by

the cartel. This concerns the firm-specific time-invariant term wi and the common

“cost shifter”, ξt, that varies across time but not across firms. Since these components

of the error term εit are potentially observed by the cartel they clearly affect optimal

quota allocation. In order to account for the persistent over time wi component, I

use a fixed-effect estimation technique. Since the data is pooled from several regional

markets, to account for the region-specific time-varying cost shifter I use sugar beet

yield at regional level, which is likely to affect input prices at the regional level.

Other time-varying factors that are common across markets are captured by the year

dummies. Finally, using observed price as an independent variable in the supply

relationship (3.6) results in a well-known simultaneity problem.9 To deal with this

problem I use real income at regional level, which should influence sugar demand but

9Unobservables (or their distribution) εit, which affect aggregate quantity, affects price through
the demand relationship, which results in cov(Pt, εit) 6= 0.
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not supply, to instrument for price.

3.4.5 Model adjustment for Ukrainian sugar market

The theoretical framework above can be used to identify illicit collusive behavior in

an oligopoly with a complex objective function, when the collusion is implemented

using a proportional reduction technique. It suggests a meaningful measure of collu-

sion relative to some benchmark conduct scenario. Institutional peculiarities of the

Ukrainian sugar refining industry make identification of collusion redundant as the

way Ukrtsukor allocates output quotas defines it as a classical cartel. It is conceivable

that the sustainability of the cartel was guaranteed by the centralized coordination

where sugar beets producing farms were assigned to a particular refinery firms. Hence,

the major target of this study becomes to quantify the degree of collusion.

The assumption that Ukrtsukor uses proportional reduction when allocate quotas

seems reasonable for several reasons. Given that Ukrtsukor controls prices by allo-

cating output quotas, there are no reasons to use complex collusive techniques that

guarantee maximum cartel sustainability (i.e. “market sharing” technique). There

is no evidence of inter-firm cash transfers. Besides, all firms produced nonzero out-

put levels in 1993-1998, while each of them operate at much lower than full capacity

levels. Hence, the perfect (“optimal”) collusive technology was not likely to be im-

plemented. Using market division would necessarily result in dramatic cross-regional

price differences, which would not be consistent with the price control functions of

the association. Finally, empirical evidence in the Figure 3.1 is consistent with sta-

ble market shares of individual producers even when aggregate output fluctuated

considerably.

Interestingly, if the cartel indeed fulfills its price control functions, collusion should

be implemented heterogeneously across regional markets. In order to reduce inter-

regional price differences, Ukrtsukor should allow regions with greater number of firms
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to reduce outputs more than in the regions with fewer refinery firms. This suggests

a testable implication that θt may vary across regions with different number of firms.

It follows that the most likely implementation of collusion in the Ukrainian sugar

refinery market was a combination of market division with proportional reduction

technique implemented separately in each market.

3.4.6 Parameter’s value interpretation

An advantage of the suggested framework is that θt has meaningful interpretation

for the entire range of its possible values. It is equal to the inverse of the share of

potential Cournot quantity. Note that the model setup does not define Cournot as

a low bound on competitiveness. Instead, firms could choose price competition in

which case θt < 1. Some numerical examples might be useful. Assume for simplicity

that firms are symmetric with a constant marginal cost of c. Let inverse demand be

linear, P (Q) = α0 − α1Q. In this case, Cournot output per firm is given by

qci =


α0 − c

(n+ 1)α1

, if α0 − c ≥ 0

0, otherwise

and total output for the industry is

Qc =
n

(n+ 1)

α0 − c
α1

(3.7)

Monopoly output (also total industry profit maximizing output) is given by

Qm =
α0 − c

2α1

(3.8)

and output per cartel member

qmi =
1

n

α0 − c
2α1

(3.9)
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Finally, total Bertrand output when price is equal to marginal cost is

Qb =
1

α1

(α0 − c) (3.10)

with per-firm output given by

qbi =
1

nα1

(α0 − c) (3.11)

Then the following ratios are easily computable

Qc

Qm
=

qci
qmi

=
2n

n+ 1
(3.12)

Qc

Qb
=

qci
qbi

=
n

n+ 1
(3.13)

Table 3.1 below summarizes different values of the parameter depending on the

degree of competition chosen. Hence, the estimated parameter values suggest type

Table 3.1. Hypothetical values of parameter θ for various conduct scenarios
Type of competition θ % of Cournot

Perfect cartel (n = 2) 4/3 75
Perfect cartel (n = 3) 3/2 67
Perfect cartel (n = 10) 20/11 55
Cournot (n = 2, 3, 4, ...) 1 100
Bertrand (n = 2) 2/3 150
Bertrand (n = 3) 3/4 133
Bertrand (n = 10) 10/11 110

of competition and could be used to compare observed outcome to a hypothetical

Cournot scenario.

3.5 Data

The data for the current project was composed from several sources (see summary

in Table 3.2). Regional information on the sugar beet yield, overall production
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of sugar beets, and conversion rates of sugar beets to white sugar were obtained

from online databases at http://www.minagro.gov.ua/ (Ministry of Agrarian Policy

of Ukraine). Real income and the dynamics of real wages across regions were retrieved

from the online databases at http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua/ (State Statistics Commit-

tee of Ukraine). White sugar output in natural units by regions was taken from the

bulletin of State Statistics Committee on the regional manufacturing output levels

(1990-2000). Firm-level data on revenues, capital stock, variable costs of production,

power installed/used, etc. came from the Ukrainian manufacturing enterprise register

(1993-1998). Extension of the Ukrainian manufacturing enterprise register to 1999-

2000 also known as Legis-Plus Fenix dataset provides information on these firm-level

variables for later periods.

Table 3.2. Data sources
Source Location

Ministry of Agrarian Policy of Ukraine http://www.minagro.gov.ua/
State statistics committee of Ukraine http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua/
Bulletin of SSC on regional production hardcopy
Ukrainian manufacturing enterprise register electronic DB
Legis-Plus Fenix dataset electronic DB

There are several things worth noting. First, data on individual firms consists of

185 continuous establishments in 1993-1998. According to the official statistics, there

were 190 sugar-refining firms at the beginning of the period, so the set of firms is

fairly representative. These 185 sugar-processing firms are located in 19 regions of

Ukraine. Second, the data on sugar prices at the regional level are not available. To

construct the variable I used data on total revenues by region of 185 sugar-refining

firms available in the manufacturing enterprise register. Using overall quantity of

sugar produced at regional level, I computed the approximate price of sugar from the

available variables. All variables that are measured in monetary units are expressed

in USD 1995 prices. Data summary statistics is presented in the Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3. Data summary statistic, 1993-2000
Variable min max mean median std.dev.

qit, tt 0.00 227.30 15.20 10.69 17.29
Qt, tt 20.60 535.00 213.45 192.40 126.87
Pt, $ per t 144.69 344.47 217.63 217.50 41.53
SBY, tt 84.80 321.60 188.25 191.10 38.04
RY, $ 37.13 78.00 56.49 55.15 8.22
#firms 2.00 38.00 17.28 16.00 11.74

3.6 Estimation results

Table 3.4 summarizes results of the overall regression. Due to the simultaneity prob-

lem, price is negatively correlated with the supply shifter. Using a one-variable regres-

sion shortcut one can expect that the OLS parameter estimate would underestimate

the true coefficient on price. As it follows from Table 3.4, both OLS and fixed-effect

(FE) estimators without instrumental variables (IV) result in negative point estimates

of the price coefficient (as it is shown in Section 3.4, γ1 > 0). Both point estimates of

the price coefficient in the IV specifications are positive. The remaining coefficients

have expected signs. In particular, higher sugar beets yield (SBY ) at regional level

has positive effect on individual quantity because it reduces input prices. According

to the model, γ3t has non-positive expected sign, which is confirmed by the estimates

from the overall regressions.

Estimates of γ2t suggest that on average firms produce at a level of about 0.89 to

0.95 of potential Cournot quantity.10 The high statistical significance of γ2t allows

rejecting the null hypothesis of competition in the sugar refining industry of Ukraine.

The magnitude of the findings in an economic sense requires some discussion. If

Cournot competition is a target for the sugar industry conduct, then prices would be

about 6 to 12 percent lower with a price elasticity of demand of −0.89 (this suggested

10Note that even though within (FE) IV specification is the most robust one, it also takes away a
lot of variation in the data.
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Table 3.4. Overall regression results, 1993-2000
OLS IV FE FE, IV

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

P -0.046** 0.651 -0.021 0.201
(s.e.) (0.021) (0.458) (0.018) (0.290)
Q−i -0.100*** -0.100*** -0.048*** -0.047***
(s.e.) (0.010) (0.016) (0.009) (0.016)
% Cournot 0.89 0.89 0.95 0.95
SBY 0.111*** 0.253*** 0.072*** 0.117
(s.e.) (0.024) (0.098) (0.020) (0.076)
AV C -0.161*** -0.164 -0.137*** -0.138**
(s.e.) (0.031) (0.117) (0.028) (0.070)
const 47.648*** -149.779 25.894*** -37.947
(s.e.) (8.739) (126.683) (6.941) (81.907)
Reg. Dum. yes yes no no
Year Dum. yes yes yes yes
Observations 1412 1412 1412 1412
Num. of firms 179 179 179 179

First stage regression results (Pt = ...); R2=0.79
Const. RY SBY Year dummies FE

223.6*** 1.102** -0.206*** yes yes
(26.134) (0.436) (0.029)

* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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by the aggregate supply-demand system estimation reported in Table 3.8 below).

On the other hand, if price competition is socially desirable, then losses due to

collusive behavior are much higher. For instance, Table 3.5 provides a simplified

analysis of potential price reductions due to competition that makes prices equal to

the marginal costs. Here I assume symmetric firms and average underproduction of

5% relative to Cournot level. Price elasticity of demand is assumed to be −0.89.

Table 3.5. Counterfactual experiment, Bertrand assumption
# firms # reg. %Q ⇑ %P ⇓
2 3 55.00% 61.80%
3 1 38.33% 43.07%
4 2 30.00% 33.71%
5 2 25.00% 28.09%
6 1 21.67% 24.34%
9 1 16.11% 18.10%
10 1 15.00% 16.85%
11 2 14.09% 15.83%
12 1 13.33% 14.98%
16 2 11.25% 12.64%
20 1 10.00% 11.24%
38 1 7.63% 8.57%

In order to trace the dynamics of market power in the sugar industry I re-estimated

the model by allowing the monopolization parameter to vary across time. Note that in

this case coefficients on price and average variable cost must vary across time as well

because θ enters reduced form parameters in (3.6). Table 3.6 presents the estimation

results.

Similar to the overall regression results, all coefficients have expected signs. The

estimates of γ2t, which are used to compute the PR parameter θt are very precise in

statistical sense. Estimated percents of Cournot quantity for each year are described

on Figure 3.2.

The major conclusion is that the degree of monopolization was moderate in 1993-
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Table 3.6. Time-specific parameter values, FE IV, 1993-2000
Year Price QMI % Cournot AVC

1993 0.702* -0.090*** 0.90 -0.327
(s.e.) (0.379) (0.023) (0.511)
1994 0.312 -0.087** 0.90 -0.066
(s.e.) (0.436) (0.034) (0.058)
1995 0.786** -0.085*** 0.91 -0.637
(s.e.) (0.333) (0.027) (1.683)
1996 0.230 -0.083*** 0.91 -0.732***
(s.e.) (0.338) (0.031) (0.158)
1997 0.157 -0.113** 0.87 -0.077
(s.e.) (0.348) (0.053) (0.327)
1998 0.132 -0.107** 0.88 -0.623*
(s.e.) (0.354) (0.048) (0.326)
1999 0.277 -0.161*** 0.81 -0.373
(s.e.) (0.321) (0.057) (0.258)
2000 0.188 -0.175*** 0.79 -0.333***
(s.e.) (0.378) (0.059) (0.100)
SBY 0.121
(s.e.) (0.104)
Cons -146.449
(s.e.) (105.980)
Year Dum. yes

* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
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Figure 3.2. Evolution of market power in 1993-2000

Source: Estimation results in Table 3.6

1996 with slight increase in 1997 and considerable increase in 1999 and 2000. A

possible explanation could be given in terms of two effects, both working in the same

direction. The first effect is related to the price control measures undertaken by

the government. In the early years of hyper-inflation, prices of the essential goods

were under careful control by the government, which possibly prevented Ukrtsukor

from excessive monopolization. In 1997, with the introduction of a new currency and

relative stabilization of monetary policy, government control over sugar prices might

have become less restrictive. A slight increase in the “competitiveness” is observed

in 1998, which may be related to currency crises and tighter control over food prices

in this year.

Another explanation is related to the regulation of firms’ exit from the industry.

In the early years of transition period, Ukrainian bankruptcy procedure was not

developed yet and many non-viable firms continued their operations. Besides, the

government explicitly supported decaying firms viewing this support as a kind of

social protection of the workers. Given the great asymmetry between firms difference

in costs across firms may restrain Ukrtsukor ability to monopolize the market. Later
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in the period, many sugar refinery firms were allowed to shut down, which most likely

reduces asymmetry among the remaining producers. This, in turn, enhanced collusive

possibilities.

It is worth noting that collusion in the downstream market had an adverse effect

on the upstream market, i.e. producers of the sugar beets. For instance, growing

sugar beets was acknowledged to be less profitable than growing alternative agricul-

tural products (see Cramon-Taubadel et al. (2001)). The effect of collusion in the

downstream market could result not only in increased monopsony power but also may

have directly harmed sugar beet suppliers as many of them at the same time were

consumers of the refined sugar through toll and barter transactions. The gradual exit

of the sugar beet producers from the market by switching to alternative agricultural

products increased input prices for sugar refinery firms. This increase in the costs in

turn reduced profits (increased losses) of all sugar refinery firms, thus increasing in-

centives to exit the industry. In other words, in 1993-1997 monopolization gradually

(but persistently) eroded cartel’s resource base by forcing sugar beet producing agri-

cultural firms to change specialization. In 1998-2000 this process, exacerbated with

the consequences of currency crisis, caused significant changes in the market struc-

ture in some of the regions. These changes nevertheless allowed the cartel to reduce

asymmetry of its members and hence to increase the degree of monopolization.

One of the hypotheses of this study is that Ukrtsukor has a complex objective func-

tion, which in addition to profit-maximization also included price control. A testable

implication of this hypothesis is that collusion was implemented in a heterogeneous

across regions way, which would reduce cross-regional price differences.

To test for this possibility I split the sample into three groups: (1) regions with

less than 10 refinery firms, (2) regions with 10 to 15 firms, and (3) regions with more

than 15 producers. Estimation results for each of the sub-samples are presented in

Table 3.7.

Results are consistent with the hypothesis. In particular, regions with less than 10
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Table 3.7. Region-specific parameter values, FE IV, 1993-2000
Number of firms

< 10 10 to 15 > 15

P -0.565* 1.578** 1.514*
(s.e.) (0.329) (0.646) (0.907)
Q−i 0.033 -0.057* -0.187***
(s.e.) (0.072) (0.032) (0.068)
% Cournot 1.03 0.94 0.77
SBY -0.093 0.411*** 0.793**
(s.e.) (0.086) (0.124) (0.330)
AV C -0.636* -0.297 -0.062
(s.e.) (0.374) (0.206) (0.160)
const 180.344* -436.645** -451.353*
(s.e.) (94.871) (181.784) (263.221)
Year Dum. yes yes yes
Observations 352 351 709
Num. of firms 45 44 90

* sign. at 10%; ** sign. at 5%; *** sign. at 1%

sugar refinery firms appear to produce at or even below the Cournot level (according

to the point estimate, which is not statistically different from zero). In the regions

with 10 to 15 firms, monopolization was at 0.94 of the Cournot (and coefficient is

significant at 10 percent level). In the regions with a large number of refineries degree

of monopolization is significant in both statistical (at 1 percent level) and economic

sense, i.e. 0.77 of Cournot level. Hence, empirical evidence suggests that Ukrtsukor

attempted to control the price differential across regions by implementing collusion

in a non-uniform (across regions) way.

Finally, it might be interesting to compare estimates of monopolization obtained

using a structural model developed in this study with the results produced by existing

conjectural variation models. For comparison, I choose Bresnahan-type identification

due to its estimation simplicity and similarity to the present model.11 Unfortunately,

11I use aggregate demand estimation results to compute price elasticity, which turns out to be
about -0.89
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Bresnahan-type identification requires availability of data for demand rotators. Justi-

fication of particular choice variables may be crucial to guarantee proper identification

of the conjectural variation parameter. I choose the percent of sugar beets produced

by individual households as a candidate for the demand rotator (Z). It is worth

noting that the data on the Z variable was unavailable for 2000. Therefore, I have to

restrict time-series observations in the data to 1993-1999. The coefficient of interest

is one at the variable constructed as Q∗(α1 + α3Z)−1. In the setup suggested by

Bresnahan, this coefficient, λ, takes a value of 1 for a perfect cartel, 0 for perfectly

competitive markets, and 1
N

for Cournot oligopoly, where N denotes number of firms.

The expected sign of the coefficient is negative; therefore, one should consider a value

of −λ in relation to the theoretically predicted outcomes. The details of the under-

lying theoretical model and estimation algorithm can be found in Bresnahan (1982).

Table 3.8 summarizes the estimation results. Interestingly, the estimate of the con-

jectural variation parameter is -0.075, which implies that Ukrainian sugar industry

behaved “as if” it is 13 Cournot competitors. Given that the mean and median num-

ber of firms in the regions are 17 and 16 respectively, this implies a slight degree

of monopolization, which is consistent with the findings of the proposed structural

model.

3.7 Conclusions

In this study I estimate the degree of collusion in the sugar refining industry of

Ukraine. I develop a structural model of a cartel with an unknown objective function

under the assumption of a proportional reduction collusive technique. The estimation

results confirm a statistically and economically significant level of monopolization in

the sugar industry. These findings are consistent with the results obtained using

Bresnahan (1982) identification strategy.

According to the estimates, output of sugar refining firms was between 0.89 and
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Table 3.8. Bresnahan-type identification, 1993-1999
Demand (Q), GMM Supply (P), GMM

P -0.731***
(s.e.) (0.166)
P ∗ Z -17.715***
(s.e.) (6.059)
Z 6.810***
(s.e.) (2.227)
RY 18.392***
(s.e.) (2.771)
Q 0.482**
(s.e.) (0.200)

Q∗ (α1 + α3Z)−1 , λ -0.075*
0.042

SBY -1.380***
(s.e.) (0.198)
Size -0.316***
(s.e.) (0.043)
K 0.063***
(s.e.) (0.009)
const -351.647** -138.185
(s.e.) (167.442) (101.539)
Regional & year Dum. yes yes
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; ***significant at 1%
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0.95 percent of the Cournot quantity. Under a counterfactual scenario of non-collusive

quantity competition, white sugar prices would have been 6 to 12 percent lower than

observed in the data. Competition in prices would suggest a more dramatic price

decrease ranging between 9 and 62 percent depending on the number of firms in the

region.

Dynamically, monopolization of sugar industry was relatively stable in 1993-1998

with a significant increase in market power only in 1999 and 2000. This increase can

be explained by the reduction in the number of firms in the industry and less severe

control over sugar prices by the Ukrainian government.

Finally, I found evidence that the Ukrtsukor association implemented collusion in

a heterogeneous way across markets. The degree of monopolization was considerably

higher in regions with a larger number of firms. This is consistent with the hypothesis

that the cartel attempted to reduce the cross-regional price differentials.
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Chapter 4

Firm-level investment under imperfect capital

markets in Ukraine

4.1 Introduction

Study of investment behavior and its determinants play an important role in macroe-

conomic analysis of resource allocation, theories of business cycles, and proper design

of public policy, which are all the prerequisites for long-term growth. Asymmetric

information, agency and transaction costs are the major reasons for the existence of

a financial hierarchy in developed countries, in which firms rely heavily on internal fi-

nance for their investment projects. Obviously, these problems are much more severe

in transition economies. Underdeveloped capital markets and high uncertainty make

the costs of external project financing significantly higher than that of retained earn-

ings. Not surprisingly, in many firm-level surveys managers report corporate profits

as the main source for investments.

In this paper, I analyze firm-level investment behavior. It is hypothesized that

many firms operating in a “constraint regime” cannot afford the optimal level of in-

vestment predicted by their intertemporal maximization problem. Suboptimal invest-

ment, in turn, has an adverse effect on the overall industry performance. Moreover,

young and (potentially) fast growing firms are likely to be harmed the most. The sug-

gested approach provides a general structural model, which does not rely on explicit

assumptions about the sources of financial constraints. This allows identification of

the subset of constrained firms within an industry and then analyzing their features.
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4.2 Literature review

The economic literature contains several basic approaches to the modeling of capital

investment. The most widely used “traditional” investment models are the general-

ized accelerator, cash flow (often combined with accelerator), neoclassical (including

various modifications), and Q-theory (also known as securities value) models. Many

recent empirical studies of investment behavior focused also on the direct estimation

off the first-order conditions (Euler equations) derived from a dynamic optimization

problems. This study belongs to the latter class of models.

Much of the earlier investment literature does not consider cash flow and other

financial variables in the investment function.1 According to neoclassical theory,

a firm’s desired capital stock is determined by factor prices and technology. Cash

flow or other financial variables play no direct role in this theory. Thus, it was

assumed that any desired investment project can be financed. Recently, many authors

developing theories of capital market imperfections point in an opposite direction.2

Over the past two decades many authors attempted to extend traditional investment

models to account for external financial constraints. Theoretical models studying

internal sources of investment financing versus external ones are generally based on

an information asymmetry between borrowers and lenders. This asymmetry may

significantly increase the cost of external funds through excessive risk premiums in

the interest rates faced by borrowers. The availability of internal finance enhances

firm’s ability to raise outside funding by providing a signal to investors about the

performance of the company under imperfect information.

An alternative view of information imperfections gave rise to the “agency costs”

models, which emphasize conflicts of interests between managers and external share-

1Sometimes this proposition is also referred to as “Modigliani-Miller Paradigm”.
2With respect to R&D investments, however, the importance of internal finance was greatly

acknowledged in early studies as well as due to Schumpeter’s view of monopoly profit as a resource
for innovative activity.
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holders. Extensive monitoring and reduced managerial flexibility resulting from the

attempts of outside shareholders to control managers may lead to direct increases in

the associated costs of “control” as well as to foregone profit opportunities.

Similar approaches relate the financial hierarchy to the conflict of interests be-

tween incumbent shareholders and outside investors. Other models point towards

the importance of transaction costs. The difference between the costs of internal and

external funds may be due to registration fees, underwriting discounts, and the selling

expenses related to the procedure of bonds and stocks issuance. Also, the existence

of financial hierarchy may be supported by the difference in taxation of dividends and

capital gains.

A good survey of the early and recent theoretical models of investment and their

empirical applications can be found in Chirinko (1993). The problem of external

versus internal financing is discussed from a variety of prospectives in Myers and

Majluf (1984), Calomiris and Hubbard (1990), Bernstein and Nadiri (1988), Sinai

and Eckstein (1983), Kopcke (1985), Fazzari and Mott (1986).

Below I focus on the recent empirical literature investigating the impact of finan-

cial constraints on the firm’s fixed capital investment. Hubbard (1998) in his review

article admits that “the principal findings of these studies are that: (1) all else being

equal, investment is significantly correlated with proxies for changes in net worth

or internal funds; and (2) that correlation is most important for firms likely to face

information related capital-market imperfections” (p. 193).

There are several ways of modeling financial constraints. The majority of these

methods use the idea of sensitivity of investments to the changes in cash flow or

other internal worth variables in a theory-driven investment equation. Under the

null hypothesis of no financial constraints, coefficients for these variables should not

be statistically significant. Rejection of the null is used as an indication of financial

hierarchy. For example, this approach was employed in Fazzari and Athey (1987) by

using two variables capturing the financial constraints: flow of internal finance and
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interest expense. The results support the hypothesis of the importance of financial

constraints for the firms’ investment. Hence, the authors conclude that “[t]o predict

a firm’s investment, it is not sufficient to know only the firm’s desired path of cap-

ital accumulation in the absence of financial constraints. One must also determine

whether all desired investment can be financed” (p. 482).

The methodology has a significant flaw, which was recognized by many authors.

In particular, it is unclear “whether the investment cash-flow sensitivity is a signal

of financial constraints or merely a signal of expected profit” (Chatelain (2002), p.6).

Indeed, even if financial markets are perfect and there is no difference in the costs

of external and internal financing, the future profitability of capital is likely to be

reflected by the financial variables.

Fazzari et al. (1988) provide a solution to the problem by estimating an invest-

ment equation with financial variables for two separate groups of firms, classified by

their dividend behavior. The authors conclude that “financial effects were generally

important for investment in all firms, [b]ut the results consistently indicated a sub-

stantially greater sensitivity of investment to cash flow and liquidity in firms that

retain nearly all of their income” (p.184).

The issue of firms’ investment expenditures sensitivity to cash flows is more con-

troversial then it seems at first. Recent papers by Kaplan and Zingales (1997; 2000)

(henceforth KZ, 1997, 2000) and reply to their criticism by Fazzari et al. (2000)

(henceforth FHP, 2000) raise many questions in this respect. The key point in these

debates is whether “investment-cash flow sensitivities increase monotonically with the

degree of financing constraints” (p.170, KZ, 1997). Both groups of authors use the

same data to arrive at opposite conclusions. KZ (1997) found that the firms that are

likely to be financially constrained exhibit the lowest sensitivity to the cash flow vari-

able, while FHP (1988) found the opposite relationship. The response of FHP (2000)

to KZ’s (1997) critique questions the following points: (1) the suggested theoretical

framework and its relevance to the methodology used in the original work of FHP,
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(2) the correctness of qualitative classification of the firms into groups according to

the degree of their financial constraints, and (3) difficulties in interpreting the results

proposed by KZ (1997).

The discussion above suggests that while there are no doubts that constrained

firms’ investments must be sensitive to the cash flow variable, interpretation of the

coefficients’ magnitude is a highly debatable issue. Hovakimian and Titman (2006)

explain the controversy by the difficulties of measuring investment opportunities.

“Specifically, if investment opportunities are not measured properly, then cash flows,

in addition to conveying information about internal liquidity, may also reflect infor-

mation about future investment opportunities” (p.358). To resolve the problem the

authors propose exploring the relationship between voluntary divestitures funds and

firms’ investments. The authors find that voluntary divestitures may represent an

important financing resource for financially constrained firms. Since it is unlikely

that asset sales are strongly related to the investment opportunities, finding that

firms’ investment is more sensitive to the asset sales for constrained firms supports

the literature that consider investment sensitivity to cash flows as a sign of financial

constraints. It is worth noting that the model used in the present study does not rely

on “Tobin’s q” measure, nor does it assume any monotonic pattern in the investment

sensitivity to cash flows for the firms with different degree of financial constraints.

Hence, my results should contribute to a better understanding of the problem by

investigating the features of the firms that would be identified as financially con-

strained.

Calomiris and Hubbard (1995) employ firm-level data for 1933-1938 that provided

“a rare opportunity to measure the shadow price differential between internal and ex-

ternal finance” (p.476) due to a surtax on undistributed profit. The authors find that

firms with a high shadow value on internal funds also revealed much greater sensi-

tivity of investments to internal funds. As shown by Lamont (1997) in his study of

non-oil subsidiaries of oil companies, a decrease in cash flow and collateral value may
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lead to a decrease in investments. Oliner and Rudebusch (1992) provide additional

support for the hypothesis of information asymmetry as a major source of the finan-

cial hierarchy. Using panel data on U.S. firms from the late 1970s and early 1980s

the authors find that while information asymmetry is definitely an important factor

determining firms’ capital investment, they have failed to find evidence in favor of

the transaction costs argument.

4.3 Methodology

The motivation behind the methodology suggested in this section can be summa-

rized by a citation from Greenwald et al. (1984): “In some circumstances, [...] it is

the availability of capital and not its cost that determines the level of investment”

(p.198). Similarly to Bond and Meghir (1994), I assume that in any period a subset

of firms may operate in a constrained regime, when their investment expenditures are

constrained by internally generated funds. Under fairly general conditions, observed

investment of any firm in an industry is represented by the minimum of optimal and

available amounts.

4.3.1 Theoretical model

Consider an N -firms competitive industry with a constant returns to scale Cobb-

Douglas technology. Firms, i = 1, ..., N , operate through time, indexed by t =

0, 1, ... and maximize net present value of future cash flows over an infinite horizon.

Assuming that all factors of production are costlessly adjustable, except for capital

stock, Kit, per-period profit of firm i can be written as πit = ϕ(Zt)Kit, i.e. it is linear

in capital stock, where ϕ(Zt) > 0 denotes marginal profitability of capital, which

depends on a vector of factor prices. Let β and δ denote the discount factor and

capital depreciation rate respectively. Gross investment, Iit, occurs at the beginning

of each period and immediately becomes productive. Firms face a strictly convex
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adjustment cost function, C(Iit, Kit), which depends on both the level of investment

and the current stock of capital.

Assumption 9: C(0, Kit) = 0,
∂C(·)
∂Kit

< 0,
∂C(·)
∂Iit

> 0, and
∂2C(·)
∂I2

it

> 0

Firm i’s maximization problem can be written in the form of Bellman equation

V (Kit−1) = max
0≤Iit≤Ait

{Π(Kit, Iit) + βE[V (Kit)]} (4.1)

where Π(Kit, Iit) = ϕ(Zt)Kit− Iit−C(Iit, Kit), the expectation is taken with respect

to future values of Zt, and the capital stock evolves according to a deterministic

equation of motion Kit = (1− δ)Kit−1 + Iit.

Assumption 10: There exist a finite upper bound on investment, which represents

maximum total amount of own and external funds a firm can raise in a given period

of time such that Ait <∞ and
∂Ait
∂Kit

> 0 ∀i, t

First, consider optimal investment decisions by firm i when Ait = ∞. Similar to

Bond and Meghir (1994), I can write the Euler equation for the DP problem of firm

i as

(1− δ)βE
(
∂Π(·)
∂Iit+1

)
=
∂Π(·)
∂Iit

+
∂Π(·)
∂Kit

(4.2)

Clearly, equation (4.2) governs optimal investment decisions of the firms with

unrestricted policy set. Let I∗it denote optimal investment derived from (4.2). If

I∗it > Ait, the firm (henceforth constrained firm) would maximize the right-hand

side of its Bellman equation by investing exactly Ait.
3 Suppose that current period

optimal investment, I∗it, suggested by (4.2) is such that I∗it < Ait. In this case, a firm

(henceforth unconstrained firm) would choose to invest exactly I∗it unless fixed capital

’stockpiling’ is optimal. The latter case may occur if a currently unconstrained firm

anticipates that the restriction on investment will be binding in the future. Such

3Here I implicitly assume that standard regularity conditions for Bellman equation are satisfied.
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cases are ruled out by the following assumption.

Assumption 11: If I∗
it̂
≤ Ait̂ for some t̂, I∗it < Ait,∀t > t̂

This assumption says that if a firm reaches such a point on its capital accumulation

path where optimal investment is affordable, optimal investment must be affordable

in all future periods as well. Loosely speaking, Assumption 11 does not allow an

unconstrained firm to become constrained in the future, while opposite (constrained

firm becomes unconstrained) is acceptable.

Below I derive an empirical version of the investment function. Assuming a sym-

metric adjustment cost function, C(Iit, Kit) =
1

2
bKit

(
Iit
Kit

)2

, the Euler equation

(4.2) can be written as

Iit+1

Kit+1

= −
(

1

b
− 1

b(1− δ)β

)
− 1

b(1− δ)β
ϕ(Zt)

+
1

(1− δ)β

(
Iit
Kit

− 1

2

(
Iit
Kit

)2
)

or

Ĩit =

(
1

b
− 1

b(1− δ)β

)
− 1

b(1− δ)β
ϕ(Zt)

+
1

(1− δ)β

(
Iit
Kit

− 1

2

(
Iit
Kit

)2
)

= fu(Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt)|b, δ, β)

(4.3)

where Ĩit =
Iit
Kit

, and (b, δ, β) is a vector of structural parameters to estimate. This

function represents optimal investment pattern. Whenever optimal investment is not

affordable, that is in case when I∗it < Ait, firm i’s investment is given by the upper

bound Ait itself.

In every time period the maximum amount of financial resources available for fixed

capital investment consists of own resources (retained earnings) and externally raised

(via direct borrowing or by means of corporate securities) funds. Let 0 ≤ sit ≤ 1
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denote a fraction of current period profit firm i is able to use for investment in period

t.

Assumption 12: All firms within the same industry and across all time periods

are able to retain the same share of current period profits for reinvestment into fixed

capital, sit = s∀i, t

Suppose that the amount of external funds that firm i can raise is known up

to a parameter values function of observed (by potential lender/investor) variables

approximating cash flows, i.e. External Funds = h(yit), where yit is observed vector

of firm’s financial credit-worthiness.

Assumption 13: h(yit) = γyit, where yit is observed revenue of the firm i in period

t.

Then the upper bound on the current period policy choice, Ait is given by

Ait = sϕ(Zt)Kit + γyit −
1

2
bKit

(
Iit
Kit

)2

(4.4)

Since a constrained firm’s optimal choice is to invest the maximum available

amount, I can write Iit = Ait and rearrange (4.4) as follows

Ĩit = sϕ(Zt) + γỹit −
1

2
bĨ2
it

where Ĩit =
Iit
Kit

, ỹit =
yit
Kit

.

Finally, solving for Ĩit yields investment equation for the constrained case

Ĩit = −1

b
+

(
1

b2
− 2

s

b
ϕ(Zt) + 2

γ

b
ỹit

) 1
2

Ĩit = fc(ϕ(Zt), ỹit|b, s, γ)

(4.5)
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4.3.2 Empirical specification

Let Θ = (b, s, β, γ) and let uuit and ucit denote additive expectational errors in the

observed investment. Then the observed investment of firm i must be given by

Ĩit = min{fu(Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt)|Θ) + uuit, fc(ϕ(Zt), ỹit|Θ) + ucit} (4.6)

In order to estimate parameters of the model I use a maximum likelihood esti-

mation procedure. Under distributional assumptions on the error terms in (4.6) it

is possible to derive a likelihood function for a regime-switching regression with un-

known sample separation and without an explicit selection equation.

Assumption 14: Unobservables in the empirical versions of investment equations are

independently identically distributed as follows uuit
i.i.d.∼ N(0, σ2

u) and ucit
i.i.d.∼ N(0, σ2

c ).

Note that the assumption above implies that uuit − ucit
i.i.d.∼ N(0, σ2

u + σ2
c ). Let

rit ∈ {u, c} denote indicator of the investment regime. Then likelihood of observing

particular level of investment can be written as

p(Ĩit, rit) = p(Ĩit|rit = u) Pr(rit = u) + p(Ĩit|rit = c) Pr(rit = c) (4.7)

In turn,

p(Ĩit|rit = u) = p(Ĩit = fu(Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt)|Θ) + uuit)

=
1

σu
φ

(
Ĩit − fu(Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt)|Θ)

σu

)
(4.8)

While,

Pr(rit = u) = Pr(fu(Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt)|Θ) + uuit ≤ fc(ϕ(Zt), ỹit|Θ) + ucit)

= Pr(uuit − ucit ≤ fc(ϕ(Zt), ỹit|Θ)− fu(Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt)|Θ))

= Φ

(
fc(ϕ(Zt), ỹit|Θ)− fu(Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt)|Θ)

(σ2
u + σ2

c )
1
2

) (4.9)
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Then overall likelihood for observed investment by firm i in period t can be written

as

li(Ĩit|Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt), yit,Θ) =

Φ

(
fc(·|Θ)− fu(·|Θ)

(σ2
u + σ2

c )
1
2

)
1

σu
φ

(
Ĩit − fu(·|Θ)

σu

)

+

(
1− Φ

(
fc(·|Θ)− fu(·|Θ)

(σ2
u + σ2

c )
1
2

))
1

σc
φ

(
Ĩit − fc(·|Θ)

σc

) (4.10)

In order to estimate parameters of the model, I use MLE, i.e.

Θ̂ = arg max
Θ

{
1

NT

N∑
i=0

T∑
t=1

log
[
li(Ĩit|Ĩit−1, ϕ(Zt), yit,Θ)

]}
(4.11)

4.3.3 Alternative empirical specification

Obviously, identification of structural parameters in the model above relies heavily

on the functional form assumptions. In order to address the problem using alterna-

tive approach, similar to Hovakimian and Titman (2006), I suggest using an explicit

selection equation. This model, however, requires ad hoc assumptions about the

characteristics of the firms that are most likely to be financially constrained.

Assume that the empirical Euler equation is given by the specification similar to

the one derived in Bond and Meghir (1994)

Ĩit = α1Ĩit−1 + α2Ĩ
2
it−1 + α3ỹ1it−1 + α4ỹ2it−1 + dt + vi + εit (4.12)

where Ĩit =
Iit
Kit

; y1it is a variable approximating cash flows divided by capital stock;

y2it is total output normalized by capital stock, which represents control for imperfect

competition as suggested by Bond and Meghir (1994); dt and vi are time- and firm-

level effects; (α1, α2, α3, α4) are reduced form parameters to estimate; and εit is the

econometric error term. If firms are not constrained financially, the coefficient α3

should be zero.
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As suggested by Hovakimian and Titman (2006), equation (4.12) can be estimated

for two groups of firms: unconstrained and constrained. Then the difference in co-

efficients (if any) can be used to test the importance of financial constraints for the

firms’ fixed capital investment. In order to decide which firm belongs to which regime

(unconstrained or constrained) one can use an explicit selection equation.

Consider the following model

Ĩuit = f(Xit, ᾱu) + εuit, (4.13)

Ĩcit = f(Xit, ᾱc) + εcit, (4.14)

r∗it = Witᾱr + εrit (4.15)

where equations (4.13) and (4.14) are empirical investment functions for uncon-

strained and constrained firms respectively. Equation (4.15) is the selection equa-

tion governing the probability of being in one of the two regimes. Note that both

(4.13) and (4.14) are assumed to have the same functional form as in equation (4.12).

Differences between them are captured by coefficients ᾱc and ᾱu as in traditional

literature on financial constraints. These are common sample selection models where

we observe Ĩit = Ĩuit if latent variable r∗it ≤ 0 and Ĩit = Ĩcit otherwise.

Assumption 15: Joint density of (εuit, ε
c
it, ε

r
it) is given by p(εuit, ε

c
it, ε

r
it) = N(0,Σ),

where Σ =

 σuu σuc σur
σuc σcc σcr
σur σcr 1
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It is straightforward to derive a likelihood function.

p(Ĩit, rit|Xit, αc, αu) =

Pr(r∗it ≤ 0|εuit = Ĩuit − f(Xit, ᾱu)) Pr(εuit = Ĩuit − f(Xit, ᾱu))

+ Pr(r∗it > 0|εcit = Ĩcit − f(Xit, ᾱc)) Pr(εcit = Ĩcit − f(Xit, ᾱc)) =

Pr(r∗it ≤ 0|εuit = Ĩuit − f(Xit, ᾱu))
1

σuu
φ

(
Ĩuit − f(Xit, ᾱu)

σuu

)

+ Pr(r∗it > 0|εcit = Ĩcit − f(Xit, ᾱc))
1

σcc
φ

(
Ĩcit − f(Xit, ᾱc)

σcc

)
(4.16)

Consider Pr(r∗it ≤ 0|εuit = Ĩuit − f(Xit, ᾱu)). Using a standard result for joint normal

density,

p(εrit|εuit) = N

(
σur
σuu

, 1− σur
σuu

)
Then

Pr(r∗it ≤ 0|εuit = Ĩuit − f(Xit, ᾱu)) =

∫
1(Witᾱr + εrit ≤ 0)p(εrit|εuit)

=

∫
1

(
Witᾱr +

σur
σuu

(Ĩuit − f(Xit, ᾱu)) +

(
1− σur

σuu

) 1
2

τit ≤ 0

)
p(τit)

where τit
i.i.d.∼ N(0, 1). Then,

Pr(r∗it ≤ 0|εuit) = Φ


−Witᾱr −

σur
σuu

(Ĩuit − f(Xit, ᾱu))(
1− σur

σuu

) 1
2


Similarly,

Pr(r∗it > 0|εcit) = 1− Φ


−Witᾱr −

σcr
σcc

(Ĩcit − f(Xit, ᾱc))(
1− σcr

σcc

) 1
2
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Finally, I can write the overall likelihood function as

p(Ĩit, rit|Xit, αc, αu) =

Φ


−Witᾱr −

σur
σuu

(Ĩit − f(Xit, ᾱu))(
1− σur

σuu

) 1
2

 1

σuu
φ

(
Ĩit − f(Xit, ᾱu)

σuu

)

+

1− Φ


−Witᾱr −

σcr
σcc

(Ĩit − f(Xit, ᾱc))(
1− σcr

σcc

) 1
2


 1

σcc
φ

(
Ĩit − f(Xit, ᾱc)

σcc

)
(4.17)

4.4 Data

To estimate the model I use firm-level data from the Ukrainian industrial register

in 1993-1998. In addition to directly observable capital, investment, labor, sales,

and output variables, empirical specifications require controlling for the marginal

profitability of capital. To obtain this information for each of the narrowly defined

5-digit subindustries within broader 2-digit industries, I estimate the equation

vaijt = a0jt + a1jtKijt + ωijt

where vaijt stands for value added reported by the firms in 5-digit subindustry j in

period t. Note that coefficients are allowed to vary both across industries and over

time and are identified from cross-sectional variation within each of the 5-digit sub-

industries.4 Then estimated coefficients â1jt are used as a proxy in place of marginal

profitability of capital. Table 4.1 summarizes data on the number of firms within

each 2-digit industry and some of their characteristics.

Table 4.2 represents detailed summary statistic of key variables.

4When a sub-industry contains few firms, I assume that marginal profitability of capital is the
same as average for more aggregated 3-digit industry.
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Table 4.1. Summary statistics by industry, 1993-1998

Variable # firms
# 5-digit Average Average Average
industries ϕ̂ State Share Cap.Util.

Power 334 21 0.035 0.88 0.87
Ferr. Metallurgy 120 12 0.039 0.45 0.66
Chemical 159 34 0.067 0.34 0.69
Machinery 1286 136 0.022 0.41 0.58
Woodworking 263 21 0.021 0.43 0.59
Const. materials 733 48 0.018 0.31 0.67
Light 553 39 0.022 0.19 0.70
Food 1844 36 0.076 0.25 0.71

4.5 Results

The first empirical specification was estimated using the simplex method of optimiza-

tion.5 Results of the estimation are presented in Table 4.3.

As can be seen from Table 4.3, all coefficients are statistically significant and have

the expected signs. Parameter b is a multiplier in the adjustment cost function. Fer-

rous metallurgy and chemical industries have the highest estimates of the parameter.

The lowest values were found for light, food processing and woodworking industries.

Given that b affects the cost of changing capital stock, ranking of industries in terms

of its values appears reasonable. In particular, it is conceivable that woodworking,

construction materials, and food processing firms have similar capital intensity of

production technologies and hence fairly close estimates of the parameter.

The real discount factor, DF =
1

(1− δ)β
is positive and slightly greater than 1

for all industries, but ferrous metallurgy.

Parameter s stands for the fraction of own profits redirected for fixed capital

investment purposes. The highest proportion of own profits is reinvested by firms in

the ferrous metallurgy and power industries. Firms in woodworking, machinery and

5ML function was found to be not globally concave and I used a grid search over a range of
starting values.
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Table 4.2. Summary statistics, 1993-1998
Capital, USD 1995

Industry Min Max Average St.Dev.

Power 21,068 438,026,071 13,071,200 26,063,764
Ferrous Metallurgy 192,685 331,883,801 27,840,167 51,498,904
Chemical 5,790 166,424,206 10,996,869 25,016,524
Machinery 1,287 128,206,878 2,758,785 7,328,929
Woodworking 3,866 14,598,295 727,377 1,424,829
Construction materials 1,323 25,450,051 1,108,804 2,062,392
Light 903 23,558,580 724,546 1,961,364
Food 462 220,705,018 663,964 2,571,917

Investment, USD 1995
% of 0 Max Average St.Dev.

Power 0.9 5,293,876 62,194 240,867
Ferrous Metallurgy 3.5 1,544,827 77,302 175,368
Chemical 11.3 2,268,459 28,431 140,089
Machinery 18.4 1,744,077 5,032 32,083
Woodworking 26.3 189,097 2,177 10,840
Construction materials 22.2 337,219 2,845 13,859
Light 26.2 732,516 2,026 19,787
Food 13.0 1,564,619 5,569 35,688

Output, USD 1995
Min Max Average St.Dev.

Power 2,485 661,377,035 21,359,056 49,391,461
Ferrous Metallurgy 17,815 1,139,257,784 56,586,139 129,795,282
Chemical 2,131 337,937,832 12,510,262 33,647,613
Machinery 468 138,850,171 3,032,067 8,774,947
Woodworking 982 72,512,437 1,517,765 4,861,674
Construction materials 504 46,343,407 1,446,167 3,447,403
Light 566 43,150,293 1,204,703 2,951,759
Food 433 114,379,035 2,553,983 5,469,708

Labor units
Min Max Average St.Dev.

Power 39 8,166 1,732.19 1,312.54
Ferrous Metallurgy 31 33,541 3,195.95 4,868.65
Chemical 29 13,625 1,334.39 2,243.30
Machinery 5 148,720 978.63 2,685.28
Woodworking 33 3,655 410.67 484.70
Construction materials 14 4,053 335.22 420.14
Light 18 10,728 519.40 667.54
Food 15 3,410 237.10 260.29
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Table 4.3. Estimation results (empirical specification 1), 1993-1998

Power
Ferr

Chemic Machin
Wood Const

Light Food
Met work Mat

b 4.14 10.91 7.17 5.50 2.98 3.02 1.54 2.41
(s.e.) (.11) (1.48) (1.44) (.09) (.42) (.07) (.05) (.04)
DF 1.208 .999 1.130 1.166 1.126 1.146 1.190 1.195
(s.e.) (.012) (.001) (.031) (.008) (.018) (.008) (.013) (.005)
s .896 .990 .197 .182 .178 .333 .648 .220
(s.e.) (.026) (.446) (.048) (.003) (.022) (.009) (.018) (.004)
γ .0003 .210 .0025 .0014 .0012 .002 .001 .0014
(s.e.) (.0001) (.023) (.0001) (.0000) (.0000) (.0001) (.0002) (.000)
σc .0032 .029 .0009 .0007 .0006 .0011 .0023 .0033
(s.e.) (.0001) (.001) (.0001) (.0000) (.0001) (.0000) (.0000) (.0000)
σu .0665 .0018 .072 .108 .109 .112 .162 .120
(s.e.) (.0013) (.0001) (.010) (.001) (.010) (.002) (.006) (.001)
E[P(c)] 0.79 0.40 0.61 0.63 0.66 0.68 0.78 0.76
f-val -3.57 -3.76 -3.87 -4.06 -4.17 -3.85 -3.70 -3.31
# obs 1,641 600 795 4,560 1,315 2,387 1,627 9,220
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chemical industries have the lowest parameter values.

Parameter γ could be interpreted as significance of the observed cash flows for at-

tracting outside funds when firms operate in a constrained regime, i.e. γ =
∂Ait
∂yit

from

(4.4). The lowest values for power and light industries seem to be consistent with

their institutional environment. Most of the firms in the power industry were state-

owned between 1993 and 1998. Under state management observed cash flows were

less important, since most of the investments were financed by the government or by

reinvesting own profits. This is consistent with the estimate of parameter s for power

industry, which is second highest in the manufacturing sector (0.896). For the light

industry there exists well-documented evidence that about 90 percent of revenues

were generated via toll (give-and-take-row-materials) schemes. Low transparency of

operations and in-kind payments for inputs and outputs do not convey much infor-

mation about the financial creditworthiness of firms. This lack of transparency could

not be helpful in attracting external resources for investment. Surprisingly, a high

value of the parameter for the ferrous metallurgy may also be related to this industry

specificity. Ferrous metallurgy in Ukraine is one of the major export-oriented indus-

tries. Export operations typically require adopting better accounting standards and

are conducted in foreign currency. Therefore, in ferrous metallurgy observed cash

flows are reasonably good signals of the firms’ value and should be important for

outside lenders/investors.

Overall, estimates of the structural parameters seem to be consistent with known

institutional peculiarities of the Ukrainian manufacturing sector.

An important feature of the main empirical specification is the ability to evaluate

the probability of constrained regime for each firm in every time period. Figure 4.1

summarizes such information. Industries are ranked from the least (left) to the most

constrained (right) as suggested by the estimates of mean probability of operating

in a constrained regime. For each industry, five bars represent mean constrained

probability in a given year.
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Figure 4.1. Probability of constrained regime across industries, average 1993-1998

Ferrous metallurgy appears to be the least (0.4), while power (0.79) and light

(0.78) are the most constrained industries. A low level of financial constraints in

the ferrous metallurgy is consistent with the export orientation of the firms, which

generate transparent and stable cash inflows providing a good signal of the firms’

creditworthiness. It is worth noting that Ukrainian exporters typically receive gov-

ernment guarantees, which may further attract investors.

In the power sector a high degree of financial constraints may be a consequence of

state ownership playing a particularly harmful role for the industry, which provides

essential services to residential and industrial customers. On the one hand, over-

whelming domination of state ownership does not help in attracting private invest-

ment leaving own profits as the primary source for investment as discussed above.

Apparently, these funds were insufficient to generate optimal capital accumulation

pattern. On the other hand, by directly interfering with management decisions gov-

ernment authorities were able to implicitly subsidize large groups of consumers by
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repeatedly restructuring their debt arrears. Nontransparent barter transactions in

the light industry were the most likely reason for the difficulties associated with at-

tracting outside investors forcing managers to rely primarily on their own resources.

The significant probability of constrained regime in the food processing industry

is puzzling. Frequent administrative interventions by the Ukrainian government may

partially explain the low investment attractiveness of the food processing firms for

the outside investors. Over the sample period, government often introduced price

regulation for the most socially sensitive groups of food products. In fact, considerable

investment activity in the food processing industry began in 2000 and 2001 primarily

due to the foreign firms seeking better access to the Ukrainian markets.

The most progress in reducing financial constraints was achieved in the ferrous

metallurgy, which is not surprising as many firms in this industry were considered as

the most financially viable over the entire transition period. The considerable vari-

ation of the probability of constrained regime over time in the power sector may be

related to the iterative restructuring attempts undertaken by several governments in

1994-1998. The problems of non-payments by the residential sector has resulted in

significant debt arrears accumulated over previous years. The situation was aggra-

vated by the absence of effective bankruptcy law enforcement. This have attracted

attention of several international and Ukrainian think-tanks. Unfortunately, the dec-

laration of new reforms and restructuring programs was typically followed by fairly

modest success in their actual implementation, thus, causing waves of positive expec-

tations and disappointment among investors and firms’ management.

Overall, the probability of operating in a constrained regime was very high for the

entire Ukrainian manufacturing sector. When we compare changes over time there

was slight progress in reducing restrictions on firms’ investment.

An important question is whether the individual probabilities of constrained regime

varied considerably over time. Intuition suggests that a firm’s access to financial re-

sources is unlikely to change significantly on an annual basis as it typically takes
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longer to establish a reputation. It is also known that the supply of external financial

resources in Ukraine was persistently low. In the empirical specification of the model

I do not impose any restrictions on the evolution of individual probabilities over time.

Therefore, I can use estimates of the individual probabilities to address the question.

Standard deviations of the estimated probabilities of a constrained regime for each

firm in the sample are represented by the histogram on Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Histogram of standard deviations for estimated probabilities, 1994-1998

According to Figure 4.2, about 92 percent of firms have standard deviation of

estimated probabilities below 0.1. Hence, the vast majority of firms in the Ukrainian

manufacturing sector faced by stable financial constraints in 1993-1998, which is con-

sistent with the aggregate statistics from Figure 4.1.

Estimates of the individual probabilities of a constrained regime provide an oppor-

tunity to study properties of the constrained and unconstrained firms. I used available

data to investigate the relationship between the firms’ characteristics and the esti-

mates of the probability of financial constraints. In particular, I use the following
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specification

P̂r(const)it = β0 + β1Kit + β2ϕ̂it + β3LPit + β4∆Lit + β5CUit + β6STSHit

+
9∑
j=6

αjdt +
16∑
r=10

dind + ωit
(4.18)

where

• Kit is firm-level capital stock, normalized by its maximum value in the industry.

• ϕ̂it is marginal profitability of capital, estimated at the 5-digit industry level.

• LPit is labor productivity computed as output per unit of labor, normalized by

its maximum value in the industry.

• ∆Lit is the percent change in the labor force from the previous year.

• CUit is the level of capacity utilization.

• STSHit is the share of state ownership.

• dt is time dummy.

• dind is industry dummy.

The results of the estimation are presented in Table 4.4. Note that the reported

coefficients are rather correlation coefficients than parameters having causal interpre-

tation.

As expected, larger firms (in terms of their capital stock) face a smaller esti-

mated probability of constrained regime. The marginal profitability of capital and

labor productivity are both positively related to the probability of constrained regime.

Increases in the labor force has positive correlation with the constrained regime prob-

ability most likely because firms may substitute for suboptimal capital investment by

increasing the labor force. Firms with a higher capital utilization rate appear to be

more constrained, which is intuitively appealing.
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Table 4.4. Properties of constrained firms, 1993-1998

Variable
Estimated Pr(constrained)

2-dig dummies 5-dig dummies

Capital stock -0.016 -0.018
(s.e.) (0.002) (0.003)
ϕ̂jt 0.103 0.090
(s.e.) (0.008) (0.011)
Labor productivity 0.041 0.101
(s.e.) (0.036) (0.043)
Labor change 0.069 0.061
(s.e.) (0.038) (0.038)
Capacity utilization 0.006 0.005
(s.e.) (0.002) (0.002)
State share -0.040 -0.112
(s.e.) (0.015) (0.017)
year 1995 -0.004 -0.005
(s.e.) (0.002) (0.002)
year 1996 -0.006 -0.015
(s.e.) (0.002) (0.003)
year 1997 -0.023 -0.037
(s.e.) (0.003) (0.004)
year 1998 -0.039 -0.055
(s.e.) (0.004) (0.004)
industry dummies yes yes
R2 0.67 0.69
Number of obs 15,587 15,587
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State ownership seems to be negatively related to the probability of financial con-

straints. One possible explanation is that unlike in the power industry, where state

ownership on average was about 88 percent, in other industries most of the state-

owned firms are rather larger firms that were considered to have strategic significance

(therefore, not privatized) and, hence, eligible for state aid. Besides, in other indus-

tries, unlike in the power sector, government does not have such strong incentives to

subsidize consumers by directly affecting management decisions.

Overall, the results in Table 4.4 are consistent with the hypothesis that it is

smaller and fast growing firms who are most likely to be financially constrained in

their investment decisions.

To further explore the importance of financial variables for the firm-level invest-

ment decisions, I estimated a second empirical specification, where the firms are

’selected’ into a particular regime based on an explicit selection equation. In particu-

lar, I assume that the selection equation (4.15) is given by specification (4.18) above,

i.e. Wit = (Kit, ϕ̂it, LPit,∆Lit, CUit, STSHit, dt, dind). Recall that regime equations

(4.13) and (4.14) are represented by empirical version of Euler equation (4.12).

One clarification of the coefficients in the selection equation is necessary. Posi-

tive coefficients in the selection equation imply that an increase in the corresponding

variable would increase the probability of the facing a constrained regime, while neg-

ative coefficients indicate that an increase in relevant variable reduces probability of

observing constrained regime. Table 4.5 summarizes estimation results.

Estimation results for the second empirical specification are consistent with the

ones obtained using the original structural model. In particular, larger firms are

less likely to be financially constrained. State ownership has the same effect. It is

associated with a lower probability of constrained regime. Characteristics of fast

growing firms, like marginal profitability of capital, labor productivity and higher

capacity utilization rates are all associated with operating in a constrained regime.

Firms that experience larger growth in labor force are more likely to be constrained.
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Table 4.5. Estimation results (empirical specification 2), 1993-1998

Selection equation
Regime

Constrained Unconstrained

Constant -1.077 0.0004 0.0148
(s.e.) (0.111) (0.0000) (0.0007)
Size -0.755
(s.e.) (0.036)
ϕ̂ 0.961
(s.e.) (0.070)
Labor productivity 1.397
(s.e.) (0.029)
Labor change 0.007
(s.e.) (0.0004)
Capacity utilization 0.331
(s.e.) (0.016)
State share -0.061
(s.e.) (0.144)

Ĩ 0.006 0.270
(s.e.) (0.002) (0.066)

Ĩ2 0.755 -0.332
(s.e.) (0.006) (0.219)
ỹ1 (Salesit/Kit) 0.0002 -0.0006
(s.e.) (0.0000) (0.0002)
ỹ2 (Outputit/Kit) 0.0001 0.0005
(s.e.) (0.0000) (0.0001)
Time dummies Yes No No
Industry dummies Yes No No
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There is considerable difference in the coefficients of the regime equations. As ex-

pected, the coefficient on the cash flow variable (ỹ1) (sales divided by capital stock),

is positive and statistically significant for the firms classified as constrained. Surpris-

ingly, firms operating in an unconstrained regime have a negative and statistically

significant coefficient on the proxy variable for cash flows, while one could expect this

coefficient to be not significantly different from zero. The results for an additional

specification for regime equations that includes the level of sales variable normalized

by its maximum value at industry level is presented in Table 4.6. The coefficients on

both the new variable ’Sales’ and old proxy for cash flow ỹ1 appear to be positive

and statistically significant for the constrained group of firms. For the unconstrained

firms, the proxy for cash flows is still negative, while coefficient on the variable ’Sales’

is no longer significantly different from zero.

In addition to the aggregate regression specifications in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, I run

similar regressions at the industry level. The results on cash flow and ’Sales’ variables

for each industry are listed in Table 4.7.

The industry-level estimation results are consistent with the predictions from the

aggregate specification. Both proxies for cash flow ỹ1 and Sales have positive co-

efficients for constrained firms. Unconstrained firms in most cases have a negative

coefficient on y1, which is sometimes not statistically significant. This is the same

puzzling result as was found at aggregate level. Coefficients on Sales are rarely

statistically significant.

Overall, estimation results for the regime-switching specification with explicit se-

lection equation are consistent with the literature, which finds that cash flow variables

are more important for financially constrained firms.
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Table 4.6. Estimation results (empirical specification 2), ’sales’ variable in level
included, 1993-1998

Selection equation
Regime

Constrained Unconstrained

Constant -0.993 0.0004 0.0143
(s.e.) (0.112) (0.0000) (0.0008)
Size -0.886
(s.e.) (0.037)
ϕ̂ 0.941
(s.e.) (0.070)
Labor productivity 1.368
(s.e.) (0.029)
Labor change 0.007
(s.e.) (0.0004)
Capacity utilization 0.325
(s.e.) (0.016)
State share -0.141
(s.e.) (0.145)

Ĩ 0.0026 0.2717
(s.e.) (0.0017) (0.0663)

Ĩ2 0.7663 -0.3358
(s.e.) (0.0059) (0.2191)
ỹ1 (Salesit/Kit) 0.0002 -0.0006
(s.e.) (0.0000) (0.0002)
ỹ2 (Outputit/Kit) 0.0001 0.0005
(s.e.) (0.0000) (0.0001)
Sales 0.0013 0.0053
(s.e.) (0.0001) (0.0054)
Time dummies Yes No No
Industry dummies Yes No No
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Table 4.7. Estimation results (empirical specification 2), ’sales’ variable in level
included, industry-specific, 1993-1998

Power Ferrous Metallurgy
Constrained Unconstrained Constrained Unconstrained

ỹ1 0.00005 -0.00087 0.00071 -0.00504
(s.e.) (0.00003) (0.00038) (0.00008) (0.00297)
Sales 0.0018 0.01345 0.00139 -0.03392
(s.e.) (0.00045) (0.01787) (0.00036) (0.0491)

Woodworking Construction Materials
ỹ1 0.00006 -0.00154 0.00019 -0.00124
(s.e.) (0.00002) (0.00211) (0.00003) (0.00174)
Sales 0.00036 -0.00038 0.00088 0.00436
(s.e.) (0.00018) (0.02071) (0.00013) (0.01463)

Chemical Machinery
ỹ1 0.00033 -0.00196 0.00015 -0.0011
(s.e.) (0.00007) (0.00149) (0.00001) (0.00103)
Sales 0.00167 0.05075 0.00065 -0.00969
(s.e.) (0.00023) (0.02577) (0.00006) (0.00453)

Light Food Processing
ỹ1 -0.00003 -0.00151 0.00029 -0.00087
(s.e.) (0.00001) (0.00062) (0.00002) (0.0003)
Sales 0.00073 0.00911 0.00341 0.01745
(s.e.) (0.00012) (0.0075) (0.00057) (0.01618)
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4.6 Conclusions

In this study I develop and estimate a model of firm level fixed capital investment

when access to the external financial resources may be limited and retained earnings

may be insufficient to secure optimal investment choice. Under a set of assumptions

I show that observed investment is given by the minimum of optimal and affordable

amounts. Structural parameters of the model are estimated using regime switching

regression with unknown sample separation and without an explicit selection equa-

tion. To estimate structural parameters of interest I use data from the Ukrainian

manufacturing register in 1993-1998. In addition to the main empirical specification

I estimate an alternative model where sample separation is governed by an explicit

selection equation. Estimation results from both models are consistent with each

other.

The overall level of financial constraints in the Ukrainian manufacturing sector

in 1993-1998 was very high. Firms faced a 65 percent probability of operating in a

constrained regime on average. The average probability of financial constraints varies

across industries from a low of 39 percent to a high of 79 percent. The financial con-

straints relaxed slightly over the time period. Variation in the estimates of structural

parameters and implied probabilities are consistent with known peculiarities of the

institutional environment in the industries under consideration. Cross-industry anal-

ysis reveals that the least constrained industry is ferrous metallurgy. Power sector

has the highest degree of financial constraints. According to the estimation results,

small fast growing firms are more likely to be financially constrained. This finding is

in line with the results of the earlier literature on firm level fixed capital investment.
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